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We study a one-dimensional (1d) system that shows many analogies to proposed two-dimensional
(2d) deconfined quantum critical points (DQCP). Our system is a translationally invariant spin-1/2
chain with on-site Z2 ×Z2 symmetry and time reversal symmetry. It undergoes a direct continuous
transition from a ferromagnet (FM), where one of the Z2 symmetries and the time reversal are
broken, to a valence bond solid (VBS), where all on-site symmetries are restored while the translation
symmetry is broken. The other Z2 symmetry remains unbroken throughout, but its presence is
crucial for both the direct transition (via specific Berry phase effect on topological defects, also
related to a Lieb-Schultz-Mattis-like theorem) and the precise characterization of the VBS phase
(which has crystalline-SPT-like property). The transition has a description in terms of either two
domain wall species that “fractionalize” the VBS order parameter or in terms of two partons that
“fractionalize” the FM order parameter, with each picture having its own Z2 gauge theory structure.
The two descriptions are dual to each other and, at long wavelengths, take the form of a self-dual
gauged Ashkin-Teller model, reminiscent of the self-dual easy-plane non-compact CP1 model that
arises in the description of the 2d easy-plane DQCP. We also find an exact reformulation of the
transition that leads to a simple field theory description that explicitly unifies the FM and VBS
order parameters; this reformulation can be interpreted as a new parton approach that does not
attempt to fractionalize either of the FM and VBS order parameters but instead encodes them in
instanton operators. Besides providing explicit realizations of many ideas proposed in the context
of the 2d DQCP, here in the simpler and fully tractable 1d setting with continuous transition, our
study also suggests possible new line of approach to the 2d DQCP.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In the classical world, phases are classified accord-
ing to symmetry properties, and are characterized by
their order parameters. Continuous phase transitions
in classical systems, which describe critical phenom-
ena between spontaneously symmetry breaking (SSB)
phases and symmetric phases, are captured by Landau-
Ginzburg-Wilson (LGW) theoretical framework. Quan-
tum phases, on the other hand, are more exotic, and
cannot be fully characterized by SSB order parameters.
Examples include topological insulators of electrons, spin
liquids in frustrated spin systems, as well as various quan-
tum Hall phases. Thus, it is natural to expect that quan-
tum critical points involving exotic quantum phases are
beyond the scope of the LGW framework.
Surprisingly, there is a special kind of exotic quan-
tum criticality, named as deconfined quantum critical
points (DQCPs), where both sides of critical points are
conventional SSB phases, with different symmetry break-
ing patterns. The first example of such a phase transition
was proposed to occur in quantum spin-1/2 systems on
the two-dimensional square lattice [1, 2]. By changing in-
teractions, one can obtain an antiferromagnetic Neel or-
der which breaks spin rotation symmetry, and a valence
bond solid (VBS) order which breaks lattice symmetries
but preserves spin rotation symmetry. Both theoretical
and numerical studies [3–21] show that there is a second
order (or weakly first order) phase transition between
these two phases. One may wonder if there is anything
special about the spin-1/2 systems on the square lattice
and why the DQCP occurs in this system. Answers to
these questions are far from obvious. Before moving on,
let us discuss a seemingly unrelated subject: the (gener-
alized) Lieb-Schultz-Mattis (LSM) theorem.
The original LSM theorem [22] deals with spin-1/2
chains with SO(3) symmetric and translationally invari-
ant interactions. The theorem implies that the ground
state must either break translational symmetry, forming
VBS order, or remain gapless. Oshikawa [23] and Hast-
ings [24] generalized the LSM theorem to (2+1)D. They
argued that for translationally symmetric systems with
half-integer spin per unit cell, the ground states must
be gapless, or if gapped, must have nontrivial degen-
eracy when systems are put on a torus. In particular,
gapped phases must be either topologically ordered, or
break (discrete) symmetries.
The LSM theorem has been further generalized to var-
ious contexts [25–34]. Here, we focus on a particular
generalization to translationally symmetric systems with
an onsite symmetry SGonsite acting projectively on each
unit cell. The generalized LSM theorem tells us that
it is impossible to construct a local Hamiltonian whose
ground state is symmetric and gapped, and has no de-
generacy on the torus. In what follows, we call this kind
of systems as LSM-systems.
How does the generalized LSM theorem help for the
occurrence of DQCP? To see this, we first point out a
simple fact: a conventional phase transition between an
SSB phase and a trivial symmetric phase can never hap-
pen in the LSM-systems, since the latter phase does not
exist in LSM-systems! So, LSM-systems become a great
platform to find exotic critical points. In the 2d Neel-
VBS DQCP context, this connection has been particu-
larly elucidated in recent works Refs. 32–34.
Now, let us turn our eyes away from 2d systems and
instead focus on LSM-systems defined in 1d. There are
many examples in 1d. For instance, the original LSM
paper [22] considered translationally symmetric spin-1/2
chains with isotropic Heisenberg interactions preserving
the full spin-rotation symmetry. As already mentioned,
in this case the ground state must be either gapless, or
break translational symmetry [35–37]. Similar results can
be obtained for spin-1/2 models with anisotropic interac-
tions, which only preserve continuous spin-rotation sym-
metry about the z-axis but also π rotation about the
x-axis and/or time reversal. In this case, they are equiv-
alent to hard-core boson systems at half-filling. Using
bosonization technique, one can find a phase transition
from a quasi-long-range superfluid order to a transla-
tional symmetry breaking insulator. This phase tran-
sition is the quantum version of the famous Kosterlitz–
Thouless (KT) transition. The reason why we get the
translational symmetry breaking insulator is related to
properties of a U(1) vortex: in half-filled systems, a
spacetime vortex carries momentum π. So, when pro-
liferating vortices, one kills the quasi-long-range order
while developing VBS order at the same time.
In this paper, we consider a translationally symmet-
ric spin-1/2 chain with anisotropic spin-spin interactions
which break the SO(3) spin-rotation symmetry but pre-
serve π-rotation symmetries about three orthogonal axes.
In other words, the global on-site symmetry is Zx2 × Zz2 ,
which acts projectively on one unit cell. Besides, we re-
quire that our system also hosts time reversal symmetry
T . We will propose and analyze a possible direct tran-
sition in such a spin-1/2 chain between a ferromagnetic
(FM) phase (say, with magnetization in the z-direction)
and a valence bond solid phase, and will draw interest-
ing parallels with the 2d easy-plane DQCP (EP-DQCP).
To have a concrete system in mind, we will consider a
model with ferromagnetic nearest-neighbor interactions
and anti-ferromagnetic second-neighbor interactions.
From the outset, we should say that analytical tools
available in 1d are very powerful, and with many known
results on related problems, one can get to our main re-
sults in many different ways. Thus, we can start with a
3bosonized description of a U(1)-symmetric XZ spin chain
and add spin anisotropy, and realize that the transition
is likely described by a strongly-coupled field theory with
precisely balanced competing cosines of standard conju-
gate phase and density variables. The structure resem-
bles Z4 clock ordering transition [38, 39], but with dif-
ferent “periodicity” conditions on the field variables, re-
lated to the fact that in the present case we have two-fold
ground state degeneracy on both sides of the transition,
while in the Z4 clock model case the transition is from a
non-degenerate to four-fold degenerate ground states. At
this point, we can appeal to the precisely balanced struc-
ture of our theory and known properties of the Z4 clock
transition and already guess some properties of our fer-
romagnet to VBS transition, but with nagging questions
about the different periodicity structure and physical ob-
servables in our case [39].
We will get to assuredly right results by a more cir-
cuitous route that will closely resemble developments in
the 2d EP-DQCP theory. The specific 2d setting for
drawing such parallels has spin-1/2-s on the square lat-
tice with easy-plane ferromagnetic interactions plus addi-
tional interactions that can drive transition from the EP-
ferromagnet to the VBS phase; important symmetries
are U(1) symmetry of spin rotations in the easy plane,
symmetry of π-rotations around an in-plane axis, and
time reversal symmetry, plus lattice symmetries. This
is qualitatively equivalent to a half-filled bosonic system
with unfrustrated hopping, with specific symmetries (in
particular, guaranteeing the half-filling), and interactions
that drive superfluid to Mott insulator transition, where
the insulator has valence-bond character.
We will start by thinking in terms of topological de-
fects in the ordered phase. In 2d EP systems, these
are vortices, which are quantum particles coupled to a
non-compact gauge field [i.e., U(1) gauge field with no
monopoles], and the superfluid order is destroyed by pro-
liferating the vortices [40–42]. In the 2d EP-DQCP set-
ting, the half-filling of the bosonic system leads to the
presence of two low-energy vortex fields, with non-trivial
symmetry transformation properties, and simultaneous
condensation of these fields produces the VBS Mott in-
sulator [43].
In 1d Ising systems, topological defects are domain
walls, which are also quantum particles; this descrip-
tion is typically obtained using Ising duality transforma-
tion that involves string operators, with subtleties arising
when treating finite systems with periodic boundary con-
ditions, which are understood but often ignored. We will
advocate an exact statement of this duality that does
not use string operators but instead has the dual Ising
field coupled to a Z2 gauge field with no instanton dy-
namics, resembling the absence of monopole dynamics
in the dual vortex theory for bosons in 2d. The origi-
nal Ising symmetry is encoded in the flux conservation of
the dual Z2 gauge field, paralleling how the U(1) symme-
try of bosons in 2d is encoded in the dual vortex theory.
While this interpretation of the Ising duality does not
give new results for the thoroughly understood quantum
Ising chain, it will prove very useful in more complex sit-
uations that we will encounter, in particular with richer
field content and/or where instanton operators are al-
lowed in the dynamics. For the 1d systems with Zx2 ×Zz2
symmetry, the second Z2 symmetry plays a role similar
to the particle-hole symmetry in the 2d EP-DQCP sys-
tems, giving rise to two low-energy domain wall fields
with non-trivial transformation properties, in particular,
whose momenta differ by π; these domain wall fields are
coupled to the Z2 gauge field with no instanton dynam-
ics. Simultaneous condensation of both such domain wall
species gives the VBS order in this system. Thus, the
VBS order parameter is simply expressed in the domain
wall variables. On the other hand, the ferromagnetic or-
der parameter is encoded in the instanton operator.
Microscopically, these two domain wall species can con-
vert from one to another, but this inter-conversion may
be suppressed on long length scales. If we suppress the
inter-conversion by hand, the theory has the structure of
a gauged Ashkin-Teller (AT) model [44]. At this point,
one can appeal to known results for the criticality in
the AT model [38, 39, 45–50]. However, extreme care is
needed in identifying how symmetries and local observ-
ables are represented in the actual fully controlled theory
of the transition, which is not in terms of the Ising fields
but instead involves two rather special duality transfor-
mations [47].
To proceed systematically in our problem, we will first
dualize the effective theory of the two domain walls and
will obtain a new theory with two Ising variables that are
coupled to a new Z2 gauge field. Under this duality, the
tunneling between the two domain wall species maps pre-
cisely to allowing instanton dynamics in the new gauge
field. The dual theory can in fact be viewed as an effec-
tive theory for a “parton” approach where one tries to
“fractionalize” the ferromagnetic order parameter. It is
well known that parton approaches lead to gauge theo-
ries with allowed instantons, and our specific parton con-
struction has Z2 gauge structure. As far as the the FM
and VBS order parameters are concerned, the situation
is reversed compared to the domain wall theory: the FM
order parameter is now readily represented using the par-
ton fields while the VBS order parameter is encoded in
the instantons of the Z2 gauge field.
The above description parallels the original develop-
ment of the 2d EP-DQCP [1, 2], where the theory of two
vortices with inter-conversion between the two species
on the lattice scale is dual to a theory of partons with
U(1) gauge structure and with allowed monopoles carry-
ing specific Berry phases. Also, the VBS order parameter
is easily expressed in the vortex variables while the super-
fluid order parameter is easily represented in the parton
variables. In the 2d EP-DQCP theory on the square lat-
tice, going from the lattice to the continuum theory in the
vortex fields, only quadrupled inter-conversions between
vortex species survive due to lattice C4 rotation symme-
try (in the parton language, only quadrupled monopoles
4survive), and the theory [1, 2] conjectures that these pro-
cesses are irrelevant at the transition, leading to so-called
easy-plane non-compact CP1 (EP-NCCP1) field theory.
In our 1d case, the inter-species tunneling completely
disappears in the continuum limit in the domain wall
fields, since a “doubled” domain wall is not distinguish-
able from no domain wall on long length scales (in the
parton language, doubled spacetime vison is not distin-
guishable from no vison); one should still worry if one can
use such a continuum limit, since these Ising-like fields
are not the best variables to describe the AT criticality,
but we will later see controlled treatments and precise
meaning for this phenomenon.
If we ignore the domain wall inter-conversion (instan-
ton dynamics in the parton language), the emergent self-
dual structure of the gauged AT model is reminiscent of
the self-duality in the EP-NCCP1 model [51]; in particu-
lar, one can already see that the ferromagnetic and VBS
order parameters should behave similarly at the transi-
tion. However, just like the EP-NCCP1 field theory is
not tractable in its field variables, the gauged AT model
is also not tractable in its variables.
We then embark on finding precise analogs of “good
variables” that help understand the AT criticality as a
Gaussian theory with only one relevant cosine operator,
where the transition is obtained by tuning this coupling
through zero. We succeed in finding an exact such re-
formulation for our effective domain wall theory (par-
ton theory), with the final theory having the structure
of an XY chain on quarter-integer sites (where the phys-
ical spins reside on integer sites), with staggered bond
couplings. The transition corresponds to changing the
sign of the staggering, or more precisely, to moving the
pattern of entangled pairs in the ground state from one
sublattice of bonds to the other in this quarter-integer
chain. The full structure in our problem is that this XY
chain is gauged by a new Z2 gauge field with allowed in-
stanton dynamics. Here we can truly apply the power of
the bosonization in 1d and obtain complete description
of the transition, including unification of the FM and
VBS order parameters and precise understanding of all
observables. This is the main result of the paper.
A possible parallel to our good variables in the 2d EP-
DQCP problem is an attempt to describe this transition
by “unifying” the U(1) superfluid order parameter and
(emergent) U(1) VBS order parameter into an O(4) vec-
tor, mapping to an (anisotropic) O(4) non-linear sigma
model with a topological term at θ = π [52, 53]. Fur-
thermore, the self-duality of the 2d EP-NCCP1 model at
criticality suggests a discrete “symmetry” rotating the
superfluid to VBS order parameter, thus reducing the
number of allowed terms that break the O(4) symmetry
at criticality. A very interesting (but not established)
possibility is that all such symmetry-allowed terms that
break the O(4) symmetry are irrelevant, and the O(4)
symmetry emerges at criticality; the transition is then
driven by a single relevant perturbation that breaks the
“symmetry” between the superfluid and VBS order pa-
rameters. While this scenario is only conjectured in the
2d EP-DQCP problem, something like this does appear
to happen in our 1d Ising DQCP problem. However,
we emphasize that our approach does not start from the
FM and VBS order parameters but is more microscopic
and directly attacks the good-variable reformulation us-
ing abelian bosonization. The unification of the two or-
der parameters does happen, but these are encoded in
instantons of the good-variable model. Our critical point
indeed has emergent symmetry and allows only a single
relevant perturbation that drives the transition between
the ferromagnet and VBS phases. Interestingly, in the
1d Ising DQCP, we actually have a line of fixed points
with continuously varying critical indices.
While our good variables provide essentially complete
description of the 1d Ising DQCP, we will continue with
more perspective on this problem, with the hope of learn-
ing useful lessons for the 2d DQCP theories. First, we
will provide an interesting perspective on the good vari-
ables as a different parton theory where we do not try to
fractionalize the FM or VBS order parameter, but instead
“fractionalize” some other order parameters that are not
present on either side of the transition. In this new par-
ton theory, the partons remain gapped (i.e., are not con-
densed) on either side of the transition; instead, one can
think of the partons as being in distinct fully symmetric
parton phases, i.e., “parton SPT” phases. Both the FM
and VBS order parameters crucially contain Z2 instanton
operators, which are nevertheless tractable in bosoniza-
tion. We do not know of a similar picture in the 2d
EP-DQCP problem.
This somewhat unexpected “good parton” solution will
motivate yet another perspective on the transition, now
without using partons. We can in fact relate the FM
to VBS transition to the following problem. Starting
with an XY system with U(1) symmetry, with ferromag-
netic nearest-neighbor interactions, it is well known that
second-neighbor antiferromagnetic interactions can drive
it to the VBS order, while nearest-neighbor antiferromag-
netic σz-σz interactions can drive it to an Ising antifer-
romagnet [37, 54–56]. One also understands the transi-
tion from the Ising ferromagnet to the VBS order, which
is described by a Gaussian theory with one relevant co-
sine, whose coupling changes sign across the transition.
Breaking the U(1)× Zx2 symmetry down to Zz2 × Zx2 , in
fact, gives only irrelevant perturbations over a large win-
dow of the phase transition line; thus, we know how to
describe the Ising antiferromagnet to VBS transition in
such an anisotropic spin model with nearest-neighbor and
second-neighbor interactions. Now, we can simply rotate
the spins on every-other site by π around the xˆ axis,
thus obtaining a model with nearest-neighbor ferromag-
netic σxσx and σzσz interactions and antiferromagnetic
second-neighbor interactions that undergoes a transition
from the ferromagnet in the σz direction to a VBS phase.
For completeness, we will also explore fermionic parton
approaches, looking for parallels with fermionic Nf = 2
QED3 and fermionic parton descriptions of the 2d EP-
5DQCP problem [53, 57–61]. One such fermionic parton
construction is motivated by a naive attempt to Jordan-
Wigner fermionize the domain wall/bosonic parton the-
ory (this is loosely in analogy of how the Nf = 2 QED3
description is obtained by fermionizing bosonic partons in
the EP-NCCP1 description in Refs. 53, 57–61, although
one does not use Jordan-Wigner fermionization there).
This naive approach fails to produce theory that could
be consistently interpreted within a fermionic parton ap-
proach for the FM to VBS transition. Nevertheless, we
are able to guess one mean field ansatz (more precisely,
one projective symmetry group or PSG) within the mo-
tivated parton decomposition that reproduces both the
FM and VBS phases, which are represented as distinct
(in the SPT sense) paired phases of the fermionic partons.
Interestingly, when we try a Jordan-Wigner fermioniza-
tion of the good parton variables instead, this can be
more readily interpreted as a consistent fermionic par-
ton approach. This gives a different parton decomposi-
tion and ansatz where the two phases are represented as
topologically distinct “bipartite hopping” gapped phases
of the new fermionic partons. However, we find that
both fermionic parton approaches have the same PSG
equations, and in fact can be exactly mapped to each
other, so we can focus on just one. One lesson from the
fermionic partons is that as long as we can access the
desired phases and transition within the same PSG, the
fermionic partons appear to immediately provide “good
variables” for describing the criticality. We do not know
of similar fermionic parton approaches to the 2d DQCP
problems, where both sides of the transition are gapped
SPT-like phases of partons within the same PSG.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we
present a concrete spin model to ground our analysis and
give some rough idea about the phase diagram. In Sec-
tions III, IV, and V, we use various techniques, includ-
ing bosonization, duality, and parton constructions, to
build up analysis of this model. In Section VI, we arrive
at “good variables” to provide complete description of
the FM to VBS transition; this is our key section in the
paper. In Section VII, we use the fermionic parton ap-
proach to describe the criticality. Finally, in Section VIII,
we discuss possible generalizations and future directions.
Several appendices contain some of the more technical
details. Particularly noteworthy are Appendix B present-
ing an interesting exact formulation of the Ising duality
in 1d used throughout the paper; Appendix D presenting
a non-parton perspective on the good variables; and Ap-
pendix G presenting a general algorithm to extract quan-
tum numbers for Gutzwiller-projected wavefunctions.
II. MODEL AND SYMMETRIES
To be concrete, let us consider a spin-1/2 chain,
with anisotropic spin-spin interactions. The Hamiltonian
reads
H =
∑
j
(−Jx σxj σxj+1 − Jz σzjσzj+1)
+
∑
j
(
K2x σ
x
j σ
x
j+2 +K2z σ
z
jσ
z
j+2
)
+ · · · . (1)
This model is invariant under translational symmetry Tx.
For general coupling constants Jα, the full spin rotation
symmetry SO(3) is broken down to Zx2 × Zz2 symmetry,
which is generated by gx,z defined below. Due to the ab-
sence of spin interaction terms containing an odd num-
ber of spin operators, this model also hosts time reversal
symmetry T . To summarize, generators of the global
symmetry group are
Tx : σ
α
j → σαj+1 ;
gx ≡
∏
j
σxj : σ
x
j → σxj , σy,zj → −σy,zj ;
gz ≡
∏
j
σzj : σ
x,y
j → −σx,yj , σzj → σzj ;
T ≡
∏
j
iσyj
K : σαj → −σαj , i → −i . (2)
The specific model also has lattice inversion symmetry I :
σαj → σα−j ; for most of the discussion, this symmetry will
not play any role. The “· · · ” terms in Eq. (1) represent
other terms respecting the global symmetry group, such
as
∑
j −Jyσyj σyj+1, etc.
We point out that single-unit-cell parts of gx and gz
actually anti-commute, σxj σ
z
j = −σzjσxj . Although exci-
tations of this Hamiltonian are linear representations of
the Zx2 × Zz2 symmetry, this symmetry acts projectively
on each unit cell. Hence, the generalized LSM theorem
can be applied here. Namely, it is impossible to con-
struct any local Hamiltonian with a gapped and fully
symmetric ground state (i.e., respecting all the internal
and translation symmetries).
Turning to a more concrete setting such as the above
Hamiltonian, we will focus on the regime where all cou-
plings in Eq. (1) are positive; that is, we have fer-
romagnetic nearest-neighbor interactions and antiferro-
magnetic second-neighbor interactions. It is easy to iden-
tify simple phases in this model. When the Jz term dom-
inates, we have ferromagnetic ordering of spins along the
σz direction, which breaks gx and T but preserves gz
and Tx; we will call this phase “z-FM.” On the other
hand, when the Jx term dominates, we have ferromag-
netic ordering of spins along the σx direction, which in-
stead breaks gz but preserves gx; we will label this phase
“x-FM.” For Jx = Jz and Kx = Kz, this model has U(1)
symmetry and was studied in Refs. 55 and 56 Moderate
second-neighbor couplings drive the system into a phase
which is closely related to the celebrated dimerized phase
in the J1 − J2 antiferromagnetic Heisenberg model [35–
37, 54]; it preserves all internal symmetries but breaks
6the translation symmetry, and we will refer to this phase
as “valence bond solid” (VBS). With the U(1) symme-
try and for dominant Jx = Jz , we have Luttinger liquid
phase with quasi-long-range order (QLRO), and there is
a direct transition from this phase to the VBS phase,
which is in the Kosterlitz-Thouless universality. We are
interested in the case with only discrete spin symmetries
gx and gz, in which case the QLRO is replaced by long
range orders such as in the z-FM and x-FM phases. The
corresponding LSM theorem still guarantees that there
is no fully symmetric phase which can intervene between
such magnetically ordered phases and the VBS phase (al-
though other phases, e.g., with coexisting magnetic and
VBS orders may still intervene). Our main focus is on
the possibility of a direct continuous transition, say, be-
tween the z-FM phase and the VBS phase, and how to
describe such a criticality.
III. DIRECT BOSONIZATION METHOD
Spin-1/2 chains can be studied using bosonization
techniques [54, 62–64]. To achieve this, we map each
spin-1/2 to a hard-core boson, which is then approxi-
mated by a U(1) quantum rotor as follows:
σyj ∼ 2
(
nj − 1
2
)
,
σzj ∼ cos(φj) , σxj ∼ − sin(φj) , (3)
where the rotor number and phase variables satisfy
[nj , φj′ ] = i δjj′ .
To obtain a hydrodynamic description, we define new
variables
θj+1/2 =
∑
j′≤j
π nj′ − π
2
j , (4)
such that
σyj ∼ 2(θj+1/2 − θj−1/2)/π . (5)
The commutator between the θ and φ variables reads
[θj+1/2, φj′ ] = iπΘ(j + 1/2− j′), where Θ(x) is a Heav-
iside step function.
To get an effective field theory description, let us work
with long-wavelength fields defined in the continuum
space. The field θ(x) is a real-valued variable with peri-
odicity π (more precisely, a global shift by π corresponds
to the same physical state), while φ(x) has periodicity
2π. Their commutation relation reads[
∂xθ(x)
π
, φ(x′)
]
= i δ(x− x′) . (6)
The σz,x spin components have dominant contributions
at zero momentum, which can be obtained by simply
replacing φj in Eq. (3) with the long-wavelength field
φ(x). On the other hand, the σy component also obtains
an important contribution at wavevector π:
σyj ∼
2∂xθ
π
+A(−1)j sin(2θ) ;
Bj+1/2 ∼ C(−1)j cos(2θ) . (7)
In the last line, we have also shown a similar important
contribution at wavevector π to a bond energy Bj+1/2
[which can be essentially any symmetric term associated
with a bond (j, j + 1)].
We can readily identify how the symmetries of our
model act on the continuum fields:
Tx : φ→ φ , θ → θ + π
2
;
gx : φ→ −φ+ π , θ → −θ ;
gz : φ→ −φ , θ → −θ ;
T : φ→ φ+ π , θ → −θ , i → −i . (8)
Notice that for these continuum fields, Tx acts as an in-
ternal symmetry. Due to the Tx symmetry, terms like
cos(2θ) are not allowed.
The symmetry-preserving action in the Euclidean
space-time reads
S[φ, θ]=
∫
dτ dx
[
i
π
∂τφ∂xθ +
v
2π
(
1
g
(∂xθ)
2 + g(∂xφ)
2
)]
+
∫
dτ dx [λu cos(4θ) + λa cos(2φ)] + · · · , (9)
where “· · · ” terms include less important symmetry-
allowed terms. [65]
Now, let us identify gapped phases that can be de-
scribed by this field theory. We consider the following
four limits:
1. λu ≫ 0, λa ∼ 0: To minimize the action, θ is
pinned to θ = π/4 or 3π/4, corresponding to two
degenerate ground states. According to Eq. (8), we
identify this phase as an antiferromagnetic phase
with spins pointing in the σy direction. Indeed, ei-
ther such ground state breaks Tx, gx, gz, and T ,
and preserves gy ≡
∏
j σ
y
j ∼ gxgz. We label this
phase as y-AFM.
2. λu ≪ 0, λa ∼ 0: To minimize the action, θ is
pinned to θ = 0 or π/2. This phase is identified
as VBS phase, which only breaks the translational
symmetry and preserves all onsite symmetries (re-
member that a global shift of θ by π produces the
same physical state).
3. λu ∼ 0, λa ≫ 0: To minimize the action, φ is
pinned to φ = π/2 or 3π/2. This phase is ferromag-
netic phase with spins pointing in the σx direction,
labeled as x-FM.
4. λu ∼ 0, λa ≪ 0: To minimize the action, φ is
pinned to φ = 0 or π. This phase is ferromagnetic
phase along the σz direction, labeled as z-FM.
7After identifying the phases, let us discuss possible
phase transitions between these phases described by the
field theory in Eq. (8) with small λu,a. To see the na-
ture of phase transitions, we calculate scaling dimensions
for various small perturbations near the Gaussian fixed
point. This calculation is standard textbook problem,
and results are
dim[cos(2nθ)] = n2g , dim[cos(mφ)] =
m2
4g
. (10)
We first consider the free fermion limit, which cor-
responds to g = 1. In this case, dim[cos(2φ)] = 1
and dim[cos(4θ)] = 4. Thus, cos(2φ) is relevant, and
cos(4θ) is irrelevant. Hence a continuous phase transi-
tion happens when λa changes sign, which describes crit-
ical theory between the x-FM and z-FM phases. This
phase transition point is realized by the lattice Hamil-
tonian in Eq. (1) with Jx = Jz and vanishing other
terms. By Jordan-Wigner transformation, one can see
that it is equivalent to a free fermion Hamiltonian. It
is worth noting, however, that the same field theory de-
scribes the x-FM to z-FM transition also when the spin
model never passes through such a special point with the
additional U(1) symmetry, e.g., in the presence of the
second-neighbor anisotropic spin interactions. [In some
sense, the x-FM to z-FM transition is also a “Landau-
forbidden” continuous transition, “protected” in our spin
chain by the discrete symmetries.]
Actually, when g > 1/2, we always have cos(2φ) rele-
vant and cos(4θ) irrelevant. In this parameter range, a
continuous phase transition between the x-FM and z-FM
is obtained by changing sign of λa. However, the criti-
cal indices vary for different values of g. The correlation
length exponent is given by ν = 1/(2 − dim[cos(2φ)]) =
g/(2g − 1), while the FM order parameters have power-
law decay ∼ x−1/(2g).
Similarly, when 0 < g < 1/2, cos(2φ) is irrelevant,
and cos(4θ) is relevant. Thus, in this parameter range,
the field theory in Eq. (9) describes a continuous phase
transition between the VBS and y-AFM when λu changes
sign, with varying critical indices that depend on g.
An interesting phenomenon happens when g = 1/2. In
this case, dim[cos(2φ)] = dim[cos(4θ)] = 2. Thus, these
two allowed perturbations are both marginal. For our
purposes, let us consider the case λu, λa < 0. For very
small (but comparable) λu, λa, by varying g away from
1/2, we obtain either the z-FM phase or the VBS phase
depending on the sign of g − 1/2. When g = 1/2 with
small λu, λa and |λu| = |λa|, these two perturbations
are competing with each other and neither can win. We
expect that such a theory describes a continuous tran-
sition between the z-FM and VBS phases, which is of
main interest in this paper. Note that the proposed crit-
ical theory has finely balanced competing cosine terms,
which is a non-perturbative situation in these variables.
Nevertheless, from the φ ↔ 2θ “symmetry”, we can al-
ready guess that the z-FM order parameter represented
by cos(φ) and the VBS order parameter represented by
cos(2θ) will have the same scaling dimensions. Similarly,
the x-FM and y-AFM order parameters represented re-
spectively by sin(φ) and sin(2θ) will have the same scal-
ing dimensions. Note also that since the strictly marginal
term cos(2φ) + cos(4θ) has cosines rather than sines, the
scaling dimensions of cos(φ) and sin(φ) are different, and
similarly for cos(2θ) vs sin(2θ).
The structure of the critical theory is very similar to
the Z4 clock transition [38, 39], except that in the lat-
ter the competing cosines would be cos(4φ) and cos(2θ),
and since the fields φ and θ have different periodicities,
the ground state degeneracies on the two sides of the
clock ordering transition (1 and 4) would be different
from the z-FM to VBS case (2 and 2). We can still use
this similarity and known properties of the Z4 criticality,
which is also related to the Ashkin-Teller criticality, to
guess further properties of our z-FM to VBS transition,
such as the fact that one has continuously varying criti-
cal indices and relations among them. However, such an
understanding of the Z4 clock and Ashkin-Teller critical-
ity [38, 39, 45–50] is not obtained by thinking in direct
variables, and instead involves a highly non-local trans-
formation to new “good variables,” in which the criti-
cal theory has the structure of a gaussian field theory
with a single relevant cosine. It is a non-trivial task to
make precise connections between our physical system
and such a convenient field theory. Rather than guessing
here, in subsequent sections we will derive good variables
appropriate for our model, where we will correctly cap-
ture physical observables and all global aspects such as
the ground state degeneracy in each phase.
IV. DOMAIN WALL DESCRIPTION
In this section, we will consider a dual description of
the original spin model using domain wall variables by
performing Ising duality. It turns out that the nature
of phase transitions becomes more clear in these dual
variables. A detailed discussion of the Ising duality can
be found in Appendix B.
A. Model in dual variables
We define dual variables as operator correspondences
µxj+1/2 = σ
z
j σ
z
j+1 ,
µzj−1/2 ρ
z
j µ
z
j+1/2 = σ
x
j ,
ρxj = σ
z
j ,
gauge constraint : ρxj ρ
x
j+1 = µ
x
j+1/2 . (11)
Here, µ degrees of freedom reside on the dual lattice la-
beled by half-integers and can be roughly thought as de-
scribing domain walls in the order parameter of the z-FM
phase. As explained in Appendix B, we keep track of the
global symmetries by introducing Z2 gauge fields ρ on
8the links of the dual lattice; these can be labeled either
as ρj−1/2,j+1/2 on the link between j − 1/2 and j + 1/2,
or more compactly as ρj . The physical Hilbert space is
defined by the gauge constraint (“Gauss law”) on each
site of the dual lattice. In this language, the µ variables
can also be thought as describing matter field that carries
Zρ2 gauge charge of the gauge field ρ.
In these dual variables, the Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) be-
comes
H =− Jx
∑
j
µzj−1/2ρ
z
jρ
z
j+1µ
z
j+3/2 − Jz
∑
j
µxj+1/2
+K2x
∑
j
µzj−3/2ρ
z
j−1µ
z
j−1/2 µ
z
j+1/2ρ
z
j+1µ
z
j+3/2
+K2z
∑
j
µxj−1/2µ
x
j+1/2 + · · · , (12)
with the gauge constraint in Eq. (11). We emphasize
that on a chain with periodic boundary conditions, this
is an exact rewriting of the original spin Hamiltonian, see
Appendix B.
B. Symmetry analysis in dual variables
Now, let us analyze how the symmetries act on the dual
variables µ and ρ. According to Eq. (11), the symmetry
generators can be expressed in the dual variables as
gx =
∏
j
ρzj ,
gz =
∏
ℓ
µx2ℓ−1/2 ,
T =
∏
ℓ
µx2ℓ−1/2
∏
j
ρzj
K . (13)
The complex conjugation K is in the standard µx, ρx
eigenbasis and coincides with the complex conjugation in
the µz , ρz eigenbasis. When writing gz and T , we have
assumed periodic boundary conditions and even length
of the chain, which we will assume throughout the pa-
per. It is straightforward to obtain how the symmetries
act on the dual variables:
Tx : ρ
α
j → ραj+1 , µαj−1/2 → µαj+1/2 ;
gx : ρ
x,y
j → −ρx,yj , ρzj → ρzj ,
µαj+1/2 → µαj+1/2 ;
gz : ρ
α
j → ραj ,
µxj+1/2 → µxj+1/2 , µy,zj+1/2 → (−1)jµy,zj+1/2 ;
T : ρxj → −ρxj , ρy,zj → ρy,zj ,
µxj+1/2 → µxj+1/2 , µyj+1/2 → (−1)j+1µyj+1/2 ,
µzj+1/2 → (−1)jµzj+1/2 , i → −i . (14)
Notice that the form of the symmetry actions is far
from unique due to the Zρ2 gauge constraint: any µ
x
j+1/2
in Eq. (13) can be replaced by ρxj ρ
x
j+1 and vice versa. For
example, for symmetry gz, we have
gz =
∏
ℓ
µx2ℓ−1/2 =
∏
ℓ
µx2ℓ+1/2 =
∏
j
ρxj , (15)
as well as other forms. All these forms act equivalently
in the constrained Hilbert space.
It is convenient to choose a special gauge, such that
the gauge connection ρzj is invariant under the symmetry
actions. Within this gauge choice, it is straightforward
to extract quantum numbers of gauge invariant objects
formed by µz and ρz: one can just neglect the ρz part
and focus on the symmetry action on µz. In Eq. (14), on-
site symmetries act trivially on ρz. Furthermore, for spin
chains with infinite length, we can choose gauge ρzj = 1,
which is also invariant under Tx. [66]
Now, let us focus on the symmetry action on µz . Since
µz carries Zρ2 gauge charge and is not a local object, sym-
metries can act projectively on µz [67]. In particular, any
gauge invariant object is formed by even number of µz.
Thus, symmetry action on µz has a Z2 phase ambiguity.
Consequently, µz forms a projective representation of the
original symmetry group. In our case, from Eq. (14), we
list the nontrivial group generator relations as following
Txgz ◦ µzj+1/2 = −gzTx ◦ µzj+1/2 ,
TxT ◦ µzj+1/2 = −T Tx ◦ µzj+1/2 . (16)
Minus signs in the above two equations indicate non-
trivial projective representation of the gauge charges µz
under the symmetry actions. We claim that due to these
minus signs, it is impossible to obtain a symmetric phase
by condensing the gauge charges.
To get a better understanding of the nontrivial pro-
jective representation, let us ignore the gauge field ρ for
a moment and focus on the Hamiltonian H [{µj+1/2}] of
the gauge charges µj+1/2. H [{µj+1/2}] hosts an addi-
tional global Zρ2 symmetry—called Z
ρ
2 invariant gauge
group or IGG—whose generator acts as µzj → −µzj . The
appearance of the Zρ2 IGG is related to the fact that µ
z’s
carry Zρ2 gauge charge, and thus must appear in pairs in
any gauge invariant local operator. Notice that the minus
sign in Eq. (16) is exactly the Zρ2 IGG action.
Furthermore, the formal symmetry group of
H [{µj+1/2}], which is called projective symmetry
group or PSG, is an IGG extension of the original
global symmetry group SG [67]:
PSG/IGG = SG . (17)
Such a group extension is far from unique, and different
extensions can describe different sets of phases and phase
transitions. A trivial extension is defined as PSGtriv =
IGG× SG.
In our case, the extension is “nontrivial” according to
Eq. (16). By condensing gauge charge µz, the Zρ2 IGG
9is broken. Since here the PSG is a nontrivial extension,
the remaining symmetry group SH after condensing µz
can only be a proper subgroup of SG: SH 6= SG and
SH < SG.
It is legitimate to ignore gauge field fluctuations when
one studies phases obtained by condensing gauge charges,
since the gauge field is Higgsed in the condensed phase.
One may wonder what happens when the gauge charge
µz is gapped. In this case, one should consider dynamics
of the gauge flux. In particular, for Zρ2 gauge theory
in (1+1)D, properties of the spacetime vison (instanton)
determine the resulting phases when gauge charges are
gapped and instantons “proliferate.” In our case, the
instanton operator ρxj is odd under gx and T , as shown
in Eq. (14), which would lead to SSB phase when µz is
trivially gapped. We will discuss the resulting phases in
more detail in the next part.
Now, let us look more carefully at the dual model in
Eq. (12). If we replace ρz with our uniform gauge choice,
ρzj = 1, then the Hamiltonian in Eq. (12) resembles quali-
tatively the celebrated Ashkin-Teller (AT) model: µ’s liv-
ing on the even links and on the odd links form two Ising
chains, and they both have their own Z2 symmetry gen-
erated by ĝe =
∏
ℓ µ
x
2ℓ+1/2 and ĝo =
∏
ℓ µ
x
2ℓ−1/2 respec-
tively. These two quantum Ising chains are coupled by
symmetry-preserving energy-energy couplings. In other
words, PSG of H(µ) is identified as the symmetry group
for AT model.
Notice that ĝe and ĝo are not directly related to the
original Zx2 × Zz2 symmetry. By including the gauge
field ρ, our discussion of Eqs. (14) and (15) shows that
ĝe and ĝo actually both correspond to representations
of the original gz symmetry, and ĝe · ĝo is actually the
generator for Zρ2 IGG. We conclude that our system
is more properly thought as a “gauged” Ashkin-Teller
model, albeit with no vison dynamics (i.e., no vison cre-
ation/annihilation terms since these are prohibited by
the gx symmetry).
C. Identification of phases
For convenience, let us work in the continuum limit.
The continuum variables are
m1(a · ℓ) ∼ µz2ℓ−1/2 , m2(a · ℓ) ∼ µz2ℓ+1/2 , (18)
where a denotes some lattice constant (here covering one
even and one odd dual lattice sites). In these continuum
variables, we have schematic energy density
ǫ ∼ t (m21 +m22) + u (m41 +m42) + wm21m22 . (19)
One way to think about this continuum theory is as fol-
lows. We can develop Euclidean path integral for the
spin system in Eq. (12) in the µz basis, obtaining two
Ising systems corresponding to the even and odd sublat-
tices, with specific energy-energy coupling between the
two. The above field theory then arises naturally when
studying ordering in these Ising systems (for simplicity,
we did not show gradient terms). One can also think of
this as a field theory Hamiltonian for real-valued quan-
tum fields m1 and m2, where again we did not show gra-
dient terms and did not show conjugate field variables.
When w = 0, we have two decoupled Ising systems which
both undergo ordering transition when t changes sign
from positive to negative. In Eq. (12), this corresponds
to K2x = K2z = 0, and the transition occurs at Jx = Jz.
The w term represents energy-energy coupling between
the two Ising systems and roughly corresponds to com-
bined effects of the K2x and K2z terms.
In these variables, the symmetries act as
Tx : m1 → m2 , m2 → m1 ;
gz : m1 → m1 , m2 → −m2 ;
T : m1 → m1 , m2 → −m2, i → −i . (20)
Notice that gx acts trivially on m1,2 and is encoded in-
stead in its action on the gauge field ρ. Remember also
that m1,2 carry gauge charge with respect to ρ, and only
combinations containing even number of m’s correspond
to local physical observables. For example, m1m2 is odd
under gz and T and even under Tx, and thus can be
identified as order parameter for breaking the gz and T
symmetries, i.e., order parameter for ferromagnetic order
with spins aligned in the σx direction. Similarly, m21−m22
is odd under Tx and even under all on-site symmetries,
which serves as order parameter for breaking Tx, i.e.,
VBS order parameter.
Now we are able to analyze possible phases for this
model in the dual variables.
• Jz dominant, or t > 0. We have 〈m1,2〉 = 0.
To identify this phase in the original variables, we
need to include the gauge field ρ. As shown in
Eq. (14), the Zρ2 instanton operator ρ
x transforms
non-trivially under gx and T . We can then argue
that we obtain a ferromagnetic phase with mag-
netization pointing in the σz direction. Indeed,
we can integrate out the trivially gapped matter
fields µ and obtain a pure gauge theory Hamilto-
nian. We can loosely say that the Jz term aligns
µ’s in the µx direction, which via the constraint
induces 〈ρx〉 6= 0, thus breaking both the gx and
T symmetries. More precisely, in the present setup
arising from the duality for the spin model with the
gx symmetry, this pure gauge theory does not al-
low local terms that can mix or distinguish the two
flux sectors
∏
j ρ
z
j = ±1; hence, the ground state is
two-fold degenerate corresponding to spontaneous
breaking of the gx symmetry.
• Jx dominant, or t < 0 and w < 2u. In this
case, both m1 and m2 obtain a nonzero expecta-
tion value, with 〈m1〉 = ±〈m2〉 6= 0. Due to the
gauge charge condensation, we get Higgs phase and
can ignore the gauge field. For this condensation
pattern, 〈m1m2〉 6= 0 while 〈m21 − m22〉 = 0. We
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conclude that gz and T are broken while Tx is pre-
served. Furthermore, gx is also preserved due to
finite energy splitting between the even and odd
flux sectors; this can be argued by noting that the
two flux sectors correspond to periodic vs antiperi-
odic boundary conditions on the condensing mat-
ter fields, or by examining minimization of the Jx
terms in Eq. (12). Thus, one obtains a ferromag-
netic phase with the spins pointing in the σx direc-
tion.
• K2x,K2z comparable with Jx, Jz, or t < 0 and w >
2u. To minimize the energy here, the condensation
pattern is chosen as 〈m1〉 6= 0, 〈m2〉 = 0 or 〈m1〉 =
0, 〈m2〉 6= 0. In either case, we have 〈m1m2〉 =
0 while 〈m21 − m22〉 6= 0. Thus, gz is not broken,
while Tx is broken. As in the previous case, due
to the gauge charge condensation, this phase also
preserves the gx symmetry. One can further check
that T is also preserved. Thus, we conclude that
the resulting phase is a VBS phase, with two-fold
ground state degeneracy characterized by 〈m21 −
m22〉 > 0 or < 0.
D. New domain wall variables and the z-FM to
VBS transition
We now turn to the phase transitions of interest to
us. The z-FM to x-FM transition in the dual language
corresponds to simultaneous condensation of the m1 and
m2 fields, which lands on the much studied line of con-
tinuously varying criticality in the Ashkin-Teller (AT)
model [44, 47] (which contains also a point correspond-
ing to two decoupled Ising models). However, we empha-
size that here we are interested in the specific “gauged”
Ashkin-Teller model, albeit with no Zρ2 instanton dynam-
ics in the Hamiltonian. While such gauge field does not
change thermodynamic critical properties, including it
is important for correct identification of phases as well
as physical observables in the theory. The criticality in
the AT model can be conveniently described by a two-
step duality transformation of its lattice spins (here µ’s)
to new “good variables,” such that the Hamiltonian in
the new variables looks like a perturbed XY chain and
naturally leads to a Gaussian field theory with a single
relevant cosine interaction [47]. In our specific case of the
gauged AT model for the z-FM to x-FM transition, find-
ing such good variables corresponds to simply returning
to the original spin chain with dominant ferromagnetic
nearest-neighbor Jx ∼ Jz interactions, and the field the-
ory for the transition is the one described in Sec. III.
On the other hand, the transition between the z-FM
and VBS phases corresponds to condensation of eitherm1
or m2, but not both. To describe this transition in more
familiar terms, we perform a change on the continuum
variables as follows:
m+ =
1√
2
(m1 +m2) ,
m− =
1√
2
(m1 −m2) . (21)
Then the symmetry actions on m± read
Tx : m+ → m+ , m− → −m− ;
gz : m+ → m− , m− → m+ ;
T : m+ → m− , m− → m+ , i → −i . (22)
The schematic energy density, Eq. (19), becomes in the
m± variables
ǫ ∼ t (m2+ +m2−) + u′ (m4+ +m4−) + w′m2+m2− , (23)
where u′ = u/2 + w/4 and w′ = 3u − w/2. It is easy
to check that w′ − 2u′ = −(w − 2u), and condensation
patterns in the m+,m− variables are reversed compared
to the m1,m2 variables. The z-FM to VBS transition
becomes transition where both m+ and m− fields con-
dense simultaneously, so in these variables we land onto
the familiar Ashkin-Teller-like criticality.
The VBS order parameter that breaks Tx but preserves
all internal symmetries is identified as
ΨVBS ∼ m+m− , (24)
We can also identify the x-FM order parameter that
breaks gz and T but preserves gx and Tx:
MFMx ∼ m2+ −m2− . (25)
However, remember that this MFMx does not order on
either side of the z-FM to VBS transition. Also remem-
ber that the σz component of the physical spin is the
instanton in the gauge field, σzj = ρ
x
j , so the z-FM or-
der parameter crucially requires including the gauge field
and will be discussed later.
We can now obtain some predictions for the z-FM to
VBS transition from known results for the AT model [47].
Thus, we expect a second-order transition whose critical
indices depend on the microscopics and can vary contin-
uously but are parametrized by a single parameter. For
the case of ΨVBS andM
FM
x observables that have “gauge-
invariant” expressions in terms of the matter fields, we
are safe to ignore the gauge field and can use the AT
model results to deduce the following relations between
the corresponding scaling dimensions and the correlation
length exponent ν:
dim[ΨVBS] =
2− 1/ν
4
, (26)
dim[MFMx ] =
1
2− 1/ν . (27)
“Self-duality” structure of the AT model leads to pre-
dictions also for scaling dimensions of objects that in-
volve “disorder operators” τz+ and τ
z
− that are “dual” to
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m+ and m−. For example, such analyses predict that
τz+τ
z
− has the same scaling dimension as m+m−. How-
ever, τz+ and τ
z
−, as well as τ
z
+τ
z
− are non-local in the
AT model (and hence “non-observable” using local oper-
ators). Handily for us, as we will see in the next section,
the gauge structure in our “gauged” AT model and this
non-locality in the “non-gauged” AT model conspire to
turn the analog of τz+τ
z
− into a local observable, whose
meaning is precisely the z-FM order parameter,
MFMz ∼ τz+τz− . (28)
We will give a careful derivation of this in the next Sec. V,
while in Sec. VI we will present a derivation of “good
variables” where the nature of the transition and criti-
cal properties of physical observables become particularly
transparent.
We conclude with one last remark. The AT critical-
ity also predicts that the scaling dimensions for the m+
and m− fields, as well as for the dual τ
z
+ and τ
z
− fields,
are always fixed at 1/8 even though other exponents can
vary continuously. The m+ and m− are local observables
in the AT model and hence readily measurable; on the
other hand, the τ+ and τ− are non-local and cannot be
measured using local operators. However, in our gauged
AT model, the m+ and m− variables that describe the
domain walls are not local observables, since they are
gauge-charged with respect to ρ. The corresponding dual
variables τz+ and τ
z
− will also turn out to be non-local; in
fact, they will turn our to be “parton” variables that
appear when attempting to “fractionalize” the physical
spins, and so they will also be gauge-charged, here with
respect to a new gauge field that appears in such parton
constructions.
V. CONNECTION BETWEEN THE DOMAIN
WALL AND PARTON APPROACHES
In this section, we will study the transition between
the z-FM and VBS phases in more detail. By realizing
Eq. (23) on the lattice and performing Ising duality, we
will find that this theory actually has interesting “self-
duality” features. Furthermore, the dual theory can be
viewed as an effective theory for bosonic partons. The
domain wall variables provide simple description of the
VBS order parameter, while they require including in-
stanton effects to describe the magnetic order, and the
situation is reversed in the parton variables.
To describe the critical properties, in a subsequent
Sec. VI we will perform a different “two-step duality,”
which is an analog of the approach introduced in Ref. 47
to analyze the quantum Ashkin-Teller model. In the final
theory, the z-FM order and the VBS order appear “demo-
cratically;” thus, this theory explicitly “unifies” the two
order parameters. The critical theory turns out to be de-
scribed by a standard Luttinger-liquid-like theory (i.e.,
a Gaussian theory), where we can easily calculate criti-
cal exponents. Our treatment of dualities keeps track of
all symmetries and corresponding global aspects, which
allows us to see how these appear in the final theory,
and in particular allows us to unambiguously identify all
physical observables.
A. Lattice realization of the new domain wall
variables
To perform further analysis, in particular to cap-
ture the important physics that the domain wall fields
m+,m− see the Z
ρ
2 gauge field and to capture all global
aspects, let us try to realize the continuum Hamiltonian
Eq. (23) with symmetries Eq. (22) in a lattice system.
Note that the change of variables (m1,m2)→ (m+,m−),
while physically reasonable and convenient on the coarse-
grained fields in the continuum, cannot be done exactly
for the Ising variables on the lattice. This is why we will
introduce a new lattice model in terms of new quantum
Ising variables µ+, µ−, whose continuum limit will coin-
cide with the above model in terms of m+,m−, including
matching the symmetries.
We define discrete variables µz±,j+1/2 ∼ m±(a · j) that
reside on the same dual lattice sites as the original do-
main wall variables. The µ± variables carry gauge charge
with respect to the same gauge field ρ that appeared un-
der the original duality in Sec. IV. We can now write a
lattice Hamiltonian that, as we will argue, captures the
desired physics:
H˜ =
∑
j
∑
σ=±
(
−J µxσ,j+1/2 − hµzσ,j−1/2 ρzj µzσ,j+1/2
)
−
∑
j
Γ (−1)j µz+,j+1/2µz−,j+1/2 . (29)
The gauge constraint is
ρxj ρ
x
j+1 = µ
x
+,j+1/2µ
x
−,j+1/2 , (30)
which reflects the fact that the re-latticized model allows
the two species to reside on the same site. The physics of
the different terms in the Hamiltonian will become clear
below.
The symmetry action on ρ is the same as in Eq. (14),
while action on µ± reads
Tx : µ
α
+,j−1/2 → µα+,j+1/2 ,
µx−,j−1/2 → µx−,j+1/2 , µy,z−,j−1/2 → −µy,z−,j+1/2 ;
gx : µ
α
±,j+1/2 → µα±,j+1/2 ;
gz : µ
α
±,j+1/2 → µα∓,j+1/2 ;
T : µx,z
±,j+1/2 → µx,z∓,j+1/2 , µy±,j+1/2 → −µy∓,j+1/2 ,
i → −i . (31)
In particular, this captures that m+ and m− carry phys-
ical momenta 0 and π respectively, and that they are
interchanged under gz and T . The re-latticized version
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of the physical translation symmetry allows the µ+ and
µ− species to inter-convert via the Γ term in Eq. (29).
One cannot write such a term in the continuum limit with
only slowly varying m+ and m−, but it is important on
the lattice scale. We think that it captures the fact that
we cannot go from the m1,m2 variables to the m+,m−
variables exactly for Ising degrees of freedom on the lat-
tice, and it will also nicely encode staggered bond energy
density when both m+ and m− condense. While this
model, which has twice as many domain wall variables
as under the original duality mapping, may seem some-
what ad hoc, its physical appropriateness will be further
supported also by an exact connection to a parton ap-
proach below. The J term represents energy cost of the
domain walls and roughly corresponds to the Jz term
in Eq. (12), while the h term represents hopping of the
domain walls and roughly corresponds to the combined
effects of the Jx and K2x terms.
Using the symmetry transformation properties, we can
readily identify phases in this model, in agreement with
our discussion in Sec. IV. Thus, for J ≫ h,Γ, we get
the z-FM phase due to the instanton event “condensa-
tion,” schematically, 〈ρx〉 6= 0. On the other hand, for
h ≫ J,Γ, we get the VBS phase due to condensation
of both domain walls, 〈µz+〉 = ±〈µz−〉 6= 0; the Γ-term
energy explicitly shows staggering in the static bond en-
ergy in this case. Thinking now about the z-FM to
VBS transition in terms of long-wavelength components
of µz±, for small Γ the corresponding term in Eq. (29)
washes out due to the rapidly oscillating factor (−1)j,
and one can think about it as being irrelevant at the tran-
sition. One may then conclude that the phase transition
happens at J ≈ h, and is described by two-decoupled-
Ising criticality. However, additional symmetric terms,
such as energy-energy coupling terms µx+,j+1/2µ
x
−,j+1/2,
µz+,j−1/2µ
z
+,j+1/2µ
z
−,j−1/2µ
z
−,j+1/2, etc, are allowed in
Eq. (29), which will drive the universality away from
the decoupled-Ising criticality to a more general Ashkin-
Teller criticality. Just as in Sec. IVD, we can already
deduce some properties of the transition from the known
properties of the AT criticality, but again we are yet to
learn, e.g., how the z-FM order parameter is represented,
and how to find a complete and efficacious field-theoretic
description.
B. Bosonic parton approach
As we have shown in the preceding section, some
physics of the phase transition between the z-FM and
VBS orders becomes more clear using the domain wall
variables µ±. In this section, we will make connection
with a parton (a.k.a. “slave particle”) method to study
this phase transition, which will clarify some additional
physics.
1. Hard-core-boson parton representation for physical spins
Let us first introduce a hard-core-boson parton con-
struction for physical spins σ (this can be viewed as a
particular Schwinger boson construction where in addi-
tion we make the bosonic partons as hard-core, hence
the name). We enlarge the local spin Hilbert space to
four dimensions, labeled by two qubits τ+ and τ−, which
we refer to as (bosonic) partons. Local spin states are
identified as
|σx = ±1〉 ↔ |τx+ = ±1 , τx− = ∓1〉 . (32)
Equivalently, we impose a local constraint as
τx+τ
x
− = −1 , or τx+ + τx− = 0 . (33)
In these parton variables, the physical spin operators are
represented as
σx =
1
2
(τx+ − τx−) ,
σy =
1
2
(τy+τ
z
− − τz+τy−) ,
σz =
1
2
(τz+τ
z
− + τ
y
+τ
y
−) . (34)
One can readily check validity of this representation in
the constrained Hilbert space. The specific choice in
some sense corresponds to “fractionalizing” the σz order
parameter, which can be written equivalently as σz =
τz+τ
z
−. (For example, such a parton writing of an Ising
magnetic order parameter was used in Appendix D in
Ref. 68 to describe fractionalization in a two-dimensional
quantum Ising system, i.e., to describe Ising-symmetry-
enriched topological order.) We will see that this choice
is convenient to provide connection with the preceding
domain wall approach and to add to the discussion of
the z-FM to VBS transition.
2. Effective theory for bosonic partons
To write down a general form of an effective Hamil-
tonian for the partons, one should figure out how they
transform under symmetries. Notice that a single parton
field τz± is not a local object. Instead, partons should
be viewed as gauge charges coupled to a Zζ2 gauge field
ζ [69], [70]. Thus, similarly to the domain wall variables,
τz± transform projectively under symmetries, and an ef-
fective theory for partons should be invariant under some
PSG [67].
However, we point out that even for the same sym-
metry group, the choice of PSG is not unique. In the
presence of the Zζ2 gauge field, PSGs are classified by
the second cohomology groupH2(SG,Zζ2 ), where SG de-
notes the whole symmetry group including both on-site
and spatial symmetries. Thus, a natural question arises:
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which PSG should we choose to describe the phase tran-
sition between the z-FM and VBS phases?
One specific proposal that we consider here is moti-
vated by the domain wall description discussed in the
last section: Effective theory for the bosonic partons τ±
can be obtained by performing a duality transformation
on the theory of the domain wall variables µ±. We define
duality by the following operator mappings:
µxσ,j+1/2 = τ
z
σ,j ζ
z
j+1/2 τ
z
σ,j+1 ,
µzσ,j−1/2 ρ
z
j µ
z
σ,j+1/2 = τ
x
σ,j ,
ρxj = τ
z
+,j τ
z
−,j ,
µz+,j+1/2 µ
z
−,j+1/2 = ζ
x
j+1/2 . (35)
Notice that the constraint ρxj ρ
x
j+1 = µ
x
+,j+1/2 µ
x
−,j+1/2
is automatically satisfied. Also, a new gauge constraint
(“Gauss law”) arises when imposing this mapping, which
reads
ζxj−1/2 ζ
x
j+1/2 = τ
x
+,j τ
x
−,j . (36)
Using this duality mapping, the Hamiltonian defined
in Eq. (29) becomes
H˜ =
∑
j
∑
σ=±
(
−J τzσ,jζzj+1/2τzσ,j+1 − h τxσ,j
)
−
∑
j
Γ (−1)j ζxj+1/2 , (37)
with the gauge constraint given by Eq. (36). We em-
phasize that this is an exact mapping between the two
matter-gauge models, one with the fields µ±, ρ, and the
other with τ±, ζ; the mapping is exact on a chain with
periodic connectedness. One way to see this is to “solve”
the constraints in each model (e.g., one can solve for
eigenvalues of µx+ in terms of µ
x
− and ρ
x in the first gauge
theory and solve for eigenvalues of τx− in terms of τ
x
+
and ζx in the second theory), and then match the corre-
sponding unconstrained Hamiltonians. In Appendix C,
we present a detailed proof of the equivalence between
Eqs. (29) and (37).
From Eqs. (14), (31), and (35), we can figure out sym-
metry actions on ζ and τ± as
Tx : ζ
x,y
j−1/2 → −ζx,yj+1/2 ,
τα±,j → τα±,j+1 ;
gx : ζ
x,y
j+1/2 → ζx,yj+1/2 ,
τα+,j → τα+,j , τx−,j → τx−,j , τy,z−,j → −τy,z−,j ;
gz : ζ
x,y
j+1/2 → ζx,yj+1/2 ,
τα+,j → τα−,j , τα−,j → τα+,j ;
T : ζxj+1/2 → ζxj+1/2 , ζyj+1/2 → −ζyj+1/2 ,
τx±,j → τx∓,j , τy+,j → −τy−,j , τy−,j → τy+,j ,
τz+,j → τz−,j , τz−,j → −τz+,j , i → −i . (38)
Again, we have fixed a special gauge such that ζz is in-
variant under all symmetry actions. It is straightforward
to check that the Hamiltonian in Eq. (37) is invariant
under the symmetry actions defined above.
Note that the symmetry actions on the τ± variables are
fixed (up to a global gauge transformation τy,z±,j → −τy,z±,j
for all j) by the symmetry actions on the µ± variables.
It is straightforward to check that τz±,j have nontrivial
projective transformations under the gx, gz, and T sym-
metries:
gxgz ◦ τz±,j = −gzgx ◦ τz±,j ,
gxT ◦ τz±,j = −T gx ◦ τz±,j ,
T 2 ◦ τz±,j = −τz±,j . (39)
Remember that a parton decomposition itself does not
fix a PSG; usually, an appropriate PSG is chosen by, e.g.,
energetics considerations for a given Hamiltonian, in an
attempt to describe phases of interest. Here, the PSG is
fixed by the connection to the µ± domain wall variables,
and some such energetics considerations happened when
motivating the domain wall theory that can access the
z-FM to VBS transition.
We have claimed that Eq. (37) can be viewed as an
effective theory for bosonic partons [69]. To see this,
we take the gauge field coupling parameter Γ to be very
large. Then, to minimize the energy, ζxj+1/2 = (−1)j
[assuming Γ > 0 for concretness]. Using the Gauss law
at each site, we have τx+,jτ
x
−,j = −1, which is exactly the
constraint for the microscopic (“bare”) bosonic parton
approach in Eq. (33). Using Eqs. (11) and (35), we have
σzj = ρ
x
j = τ
z
+,jτ
z
−,j. Furthermore,
1
2 (τ
x
+,j − τx−,j) is odd
under gz and T and even under gx; hence, it has the same
symmetry properties as σxj , and can be identified as the
σxj operator in the effective theory. Thus, in the limit
of very large Γ, we recover the lattice spin system with
some Hamiltonian which can be derived perturbatively
and resembles the ferromagnetic Jz and Jx terms in the
original spin model, Eq. (1), [71].
We now further assume that this theory gives quali-
tatively correct physics for arbitrary values of Γ, in the
sense that it produces phases and transitions that can be
realized in the original spin system. Below, we provide
further support for this assumption.
Let us analyze phases of the Hamiltonian in Eq. (37)
in the small Γ limit.
• When J > h, we get ordered states for τz±, where
〈τz+〉 = ±〈τz−〉 6= 0. By analyzing symmetries of
gauge-invariant objects (e.g., σz ∼ τz+τz−), we con-
clude that gx and T are broken, while Tx and gz are
preserved. Thus, we get the ferromagnetic phase
with magnetic order in the σz direction.
• When J < h, we get disordered states for the τz±
variables with 〈τz±〉 = 0. Hence, the internal sym-
metries gx, gz, and T are preserved. To identify
the nature of the resulting phase, we should in-
clude the gauge field dynamics. In the limit of very
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large h, we have τx± = 1; hence, two states labeled
by ζxj+1/2 = 1 for all j or ζ
x
j+1/2 = −1 for all j
have degenerate energy. Since ζxj+1/2 changes sign
under Tx, we actually obtain a translational sym-
metry breaking phase, which is identified as the
VBS ordered phase. We can also see directly from
the Γ term in the Hamiltonian, Eq. (37), that such
states with uniform ζx have staggered bond energy
density, as expected in the VBS states.
We can now discuss the transition between the z-
FM and VBS phases from the parton perspective. The
partons are gapped in the VBS phase, and the transi-
tion occurs by simultaneous condensation of both par-
ton species. The z-FM order parameter is obtained by
combining the parton fields, σz ∼ τz+τz− [thus proving
Eq. (28) claimed in Sec. IVD], while the VBS order pa-
rameter is given by the instanton field ζx. This is to be
compared with the domain wall theory, where the VBS
order parameter is obtained by combining the domain
wall fields, ΨVBS ∼ µz+µz−, while the z-FM order param-
eter is given by the instanton field ρx. Note that the
domain wall inter-conversion term [i.e., the Γ term in
Eq. (29)] mapped to the instanton creation term in the
parton theory, and hence these two theories in general
have qualitatively different structure. However, if the Γ
term is small and is irrelevant in RG sense at the tran-
sition (which we argued is plausible in the domain wall
theory with long-wavelength µ± fields), then the two the-
ories have similar structure, and we can anticipate “self-
duality” property at the transition. In particular, we can
now appeal to known results for the AT model discussed
in Sec. IVD and argue that the z-FM and VBS order pa-
rameters should have the same scaling dimension at the
transition. The above properties bear close resemblance
to the easy-plane deconfined criticality theory between
the Neel and VBS phases on the 2d square lattice; we
will now discuss such interesting similarities in more de-
tail.
C. Parallels with the easy-plane NCCP1
description of the 2d easy-plane DQCP
We begin with a brief recap of the 2d Neel-VBS EP-
DQCP on the square lattice [1, 2]. By performing a π
rotation around the z-axis on one sublattice, the result-
ing spin system can be mapped to a bosonic system at
half-filling with unfrustrated nearest-neighbor hopping,
undergoing a transition between a superfluid phase and
a Mott insulator phase with VBS character. Reference 43
studied this system from the dual vortex perspective
and found that there are two low-energy vortex fields
ψ1,2 that transform projectively under lattice symme-
tries. One arrives at the following continuum Lagrangian
in Euclidean space-time:
L =LNCCP1 + Ltunn. ,
LNCCP1 =
∑
a=1,2
[|(∇µ − i bµ)ψa|2 + rd|ψa|2 + ud(|ψa|2)2]
+ wd|ψ1|2|ψ2|2 + κd(ǫµνρ∂νbρ)2 ,
Ltunn. =− v8[(ψ∗1ψ2)4 + c.c.] . (40)
As usual under the boson-vortex duality, the original
U(1) symmetry is encoded as flux conservation of the
dual gauge field bµ [equivalently, the monopole opera-
tor that creates 2π of the bµ flux carries U(1) charge].
When the vortex fields ψ1,2 are gapped, one obtains the
superfluid order. The part LNCCP1 has ψ1 and ψ2 sep-
arately conserved; however, physically, there is only one
vortex species, so microscopically there is “tunneling”
between the ψ1 and ψ2 fields. Because of the nontrivial
transformation properties of these fields under the lattice
symmetries (especially the four-fold rotation symmetry
around site center), only the quadrupled tunneling be-
tween them survives in the continuum limit, which gives
the term Ltunn.. Condensing one vortex field but not
the other gives a charge density wave insulator, while si-
multaneously condensing both vortex fields gives a VBS
phase, whose details further depend on the sign of the v8
coupling.
Under a boson-vortex duality applied separately to
the ψ1 and ψ2 fields, the LNCCP1 maps to a theory
with the same structure [1, 2, 51], while the quadru-
pled inter-species tunneling maps to allowing quadrupled
monopoles. Schematically:
LNCCP1 →
∑
a=1,2
[|(∂µ − i aµ)za|2 + r|za|2 + u(|za|2)2]
+ w|z1|2|z2|2 + κ(ǫµνρ∂νaρ)2 ,
Ltunn. → allow quadrupled monopoles . (41)
Here, z1 and z2 can be viewed as spinon fields from
a parton decomposition of the physical spin, while aµ
can viewed as a compact gauge field (i.e., with allowed
monopole dynamics) that arises in such a parton ap-
proach. The spinon fields transform projectively under
the spin rotation symmetry, and condensing spinons leads
to magnetically ordered phases. On the other hand, the
monopole operator for aµ carries lattice quantum num-
bers, which is why only quadrupled monopoles survive
in the continuum limit. When the spinons are gapped,
proliferation of the monopoles leads to a VBS phase. A
key conjecture of the EP-DQCP theory [1, 2] is that the
Ltunn. term is irrelevant at the Neel-VBS transition.
Our domain wall theory in terms of the m+,m−, ρ
fields is analogous in spirit to the above vortex theory
in terms of the ψ1, ψ2, bµ fields (though not in specifics,
since these are, of course, different problems). Thus, the
Zρ2 instanton carries charge under the gx symmetry and
hence has no dynamics in the theory. If the m± fields are
trivially gapped, one gets the z-FM order that breaks the
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gx symmetry. The m± fields transform projectively un-
der the gz and Tx symmetries, and one obtains the x-FM
phase or the VBS phase by condensing m± in different
ways. The tunneling between the two domain wall fields
is manifest in the quantum lattice version in terms of the
µ+, µ− degrees of freedom in Eq. (29).
Under the formal duality, the domain wall theory in
the µ+, µ−, ρ variables maps to the parton theory in the
τ+, τ−, ζ variables, and the tunneling between the µ+ and
µ− fields maps to allowing instanton dynamics in the Z
ζ
2
gauge field. This is analogous in spirit to the described
relation between the above vortex and spinon theories for
the 2d EP-DQCP. Continuing with analogies in the par-
ton language, τ± transform projectively under the gx and
gz symmetries, and condensing τ± leads to ferromagnet-
ically ordered phases. On the other hand, Zζ2 instanton
operator ζxj is odd under the translation, so one obtains
the VBS phase if the τ± are trivially gapped.
Unlike the 2d EP-DQCP problem where the quadru-
pled inter-vortex-species tunneling (quadrupled aµ
monopoles) survive in the continuum limit, doubled
inter-domain-wall-species tunneling (doubled Zζ2 instan-
tons) are indistinguishable from a trivial operator, so our
lattice Γ terms do not give non-trivial terms in the naive
continuum limit. Thus, we conclude that we do not have
an analog of the Ltunn. term in the 1d Ising DQCP the-
ory. Dropping the Γ term on the lattice scale gives us a
gauged Ashkin-Teller model with no instanton dynamics.
Motivated by the observations so far, we follow with
more parallels in slightly more abstract directions. The
NCCP1 model as a classical statistical mechanics model
in (2+1)D was introduced in Ref. 51 as a description of
a classical O(3) spin model with complete suppression
of hedgehog topological defects [72]. Specifically, we can
define a CP1 variable as (z↑, z↓) ∈ C2, |z↑|2 + |z↓|2 = 1,
where (ei γz↑, e
i γz↓) is identified with (z↑, z↓); that is,
the (z↑, z↓) representation has U(1) gauge redundancy.
Such a CP1 variable is equivalent to an O(3) spin ~n =
(n1, n2, n3) = z
∗
α~σαβzβ . A generic CP
1 statistical me-
chanics model in (2+1)D formulated in terms of (z↑, z↓)
fields, by definition, also has a dynamical compact U(1)
gauge field, and such a model is equivalent to a generic
O(3) spin model [73]. By examining a low-energy field
configuration with a monopole in the CP1 model, one can
see that it corresponds to a hedgehog in the O(3) spin
model. Hence, Ref. 51 proposed that the O(3) spin model
where hedgehogs are completely suppressed is equivalent
to a CP1 model where monopoles in the U(1) gauge field
are completely suppressed; this is the origin of the name
“NCCP1” where “NC” stands for “non-compactness” of
the U(1) gauge field after the complete monopole sup-
pression (perhaps another name could be “no-monopole”
CP1). By starting with such O(3) spins with the com-
plete hedgehog suppression and introducing easy-plane
spin anisotropy—e.g., allowing terms like n23 − n21 − n22
that make the spins prefer to lie in the (n1, n2) plane,—
we obtain the easy-plane NCCP1 model.
We can ask if there is an analog related to the 1d
Ising DQCP. It is easy to see, in either the domain wall
language or the parton language, that we have a two-
component field (s+, s−) ∈ R2 with a local Z2 gauge
redundancy, i.e., (−s+,−s−) is identified with (s+, s−).
Without changing qualitative properties, we can also
require s2+ + s
2
− = 1, in which case we can call it
an RP1 degree of freedom. Such an RP1 variable is
actually equivalent to an O(2) spin ~n = (n1, n2) via
n1+in2 ∼ (s++i s−)2; for later convenience, we pick the
overall phase such that n1 = 2s+s− and n2 = s
2
− − s2+.
By analogy with the CP1 model in (2+1)D, we can de-
fine a generic RP1 lattice statistical mechanics model
in (1+1)D in terms of (s+, s−) fields coupled to a dy-
namical Z2 gauge field. Such a model is equivalent to a
generic O(2) model in (1+1)D. It is easy to see that in
the RP1 model, a low-energy configuration with a Z2 in-
stanton (“vison”) has a half-vortex in the two-component
field (s+, s−) and hence corresponds to a configuration
with a full strength vortex in the O(2) field (n1, n2). On
the other hand, a full vortex in the two-component field
(s+, s−) does not require a Z2 instanton and corresponds
to a double-strength vortex in (n1, n2).
Now, in analogy to how we obtain the NCCP1 model
by the complete monopole suppression in the CP1 model,
we can define a “no-instanton” RP1 model by a complete
suppression of Z2 instantons in the RP
1 model; this is
exactly what emerges from our domain wall/parton the-
ory when we set Γ = 0, which is the presumable fate at
long distances in our 1d Ising DQCP theory. We also
conclude that such a no-instanton RP1 model is mathe-
matically equivalent to an abstract O(2) statistical me-
chanics model in (1+1)D with complete suppression of
odd-strength vortices, while even-strength vortices are
allowed. To connect with the 1d Ising DQCP, we need to
add appropriate anisotropy in the (n1, n2) spin variables.
For concreteness, let the real-valued fields (s+, s−) de-
scribe the parton Ising variables (τz+, τ
z
−); then n1 can be
roughly identified with the physical spin component σz ,
while n2 can be identified with σ
x. For our purposes, we
want easy-axis anisotropy along the σz direction, which
can be realized by adding the following term to the en-
ergy: λa(n
2
1 − n22) = λa cos(φ) with λa < 0, where we
have used the phase representation n1+ in2 ∼ eiφ which
matches with Eq. (3). In the familiar dual sine-Gordon
description of the O(2) model, allowing vortices corre-
sponds to having terms cos(2θ) and its multiples in the
action, where the dual field θ is introduced identically
to our direct bosonization treatment in Sec. III. Then,
prohibiting strength-one vortices by hand while allowing
strength-two vortices corresponds to the leading allowed
cosine being λu cos(4θ). We have thus recovered the di-
rect bosonization description of the transition in Sec. III,
which is not surprising since the (n1, n2) give essentially
the physical spin components (σz , σx), and in that anal-
ysis the combination of translation and on-site symme-
tries effectively prohibited strength-one vortices on long
distances, which in the abstract no-instanton RP1 model
we simply postulated by hand.
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While we have arrived at the picture already described
in Sec. III, we have also learned that the no-instanton
model with the larger O(2) symmetry relates to the
easy-axis model of interest for the 1d Ising DQCP in
the manner that resembles how the SU(2)-symmetric
NCCP1 model relates to the EP-NCCP1. In the present
(1+1)D context, the higher-symmetry model corresponds
to λa = 0 and has a QLRO phase when λu is irrelevant,
while the transition to the VBS phase is of Kosterlitz-
Thouless type and is obtained when the λu becomes rel-
evant. On the other hand, in the easy-axis model, the
z-FM to VBS transition corresponds to λa and λu both
non-zero and effectively, combining to a strictly marginal
term. While the (1+1)D physics is definitely important
in these observations, it would be interesting to see if
there may be some analogs in the (2+1)D DQCP theo-
ries.
VI. FORMULATION IN “GOOD VARIABLES”
TO DESCRIBE CRITICALITY
In this section, we propose a new “duality transfor-
mation” to “good variables” which resembles a two-
step duality transformation for the quantum Ashkin-
Teller model in Appendix 2 in Ref. 47. In the new set
of variables, the z-FM and VBS order parameters are
treated more democratically, and at long wavelengths
there emerges a U(1) symmetry rotating these two or-
der parameters into each other. Furthermore, the phase
transition between the z-FM and VBS orders is described
by a Luttinger-liquid-like theory (i.e., a Gaussian theory)
with only one relevant cosine operator, and critical expo-
nents can be easily extracted.
A. “Good variables” as new “duality” on the
domain wall/parton variables
The derivation of the duality transformation is a two-
step process described in Appendix D. Here we state
the final result, whose nice structure can be appreci-
ated already without the derivation. The new degrees
of freedom are “matter” fields ν (two-level systems) re-
siding on “quarter-integer” lattice sites j ± 1/4, as well
as Ising “gauge fields” ξ residing on links of the ν-lattice,
or, equivalently, at positions j (original lattice site) and
j+1/2 (original lattice link). The physical Hilbert space
is defined by gauge constraints
ξxj ξ
x
j+1/2 = ν
x
j+1/4 , ξ
x
j+1/2 ξ
x
j+1 = ν
x
j+3/4 . (42)
The operator map between the domain wall variables
µ+, µ−, ρ [with constraint Eq. (30)] and these new vari-
ables (with the above constraint) is
µx+,j+1/2 = τ
z
+,j ζ
z
j+1/2 τ
z
+,j+1 = ν
y
j+1/4 ξ
z
j+1/2 ν
y
j+3/4 ,
µx−,j+1/2 = τ
z
−,j ζ
z
j+1/2 τ
z
−,j+1 = ν
z
j+1/4 ξ
z
j+1/2 ν
z
j+3/4 ,
µz+,j−1/2 ρ
z
j µ
z
+,j+1/2 = τ
x
+,j = ν
z
j−1/4 ξ
z
j ν
z
j+1/4 ,
µz−,j−1/2 ρ
z
j µ
z
−,j+1/2 = τ
x
−,j = ν
y
j−1/4 ξ
z
j ν
y
j+1/4 ,
ρxj = τ
z
+,j τ
z
−,j = (−1)jξxj ,
µz+,j+1/2 µ
z
−,j+1/2 = ζ
x
j+1/2 = (−1)jξxj+1/2 . (43)
To bring out the structure more clearly, we have also
included map to the parton variables τ+, τ−, ζ [with con-
straint Eq. (36)], which is just the duality map between
the domain wall and parton variables, Eq. (35). From
the above equations, we can loosely say that the new vari-
ables “straddle” (or “unify”) the domain wall and parton
variables. We emphasize that the above operator map is
an exact relation between the domain wall theory and the
new theory on a chain with periodic boundary conditions.
This can be also verified directly without going through
the two-step procedure of Appendix D, e.g., by “solving”
the constrained theory ρj , µ+,j+1/2, µ−,j+1/2 in terms of
unconstrained variables ρj , µ+,j+1/2, and by “solving”
the constrained theory νj±1/4, ξj , ξj+1/2 in terms of un-
constrained variables ξj , ξj+1/2, and carefully matching
physical operators in the unconstrained theories.
Using these operator mappings, we can rewrite the
Hamiltonian Eq. (29) as
H˜ =− J
∑
j
ξzj+1/2
(
νzj+1/4ν
z
j+3/4 + ν
y
j+1/4ν
y
j+3/4
)
− h
∑
j
ξzj
(
νzj−1/4ν
z
j+1/4 + ν
y
j−1/4ν
y
j+1/4
)
− Γ
∑
j
ξxj+1/2 . (44)
By choosing a gauge such that ξz is invariant under the
symmetries, we can also identify action of the global sym-
metries as
Tx : ν
x,y
j+1/4 → −νx,yj+5/4 , νzj+1/4 → νzj+5/4 ,
νx,yj−1/4 → −νx,yj+3/4 , νzj−1/4 → νzj+3/4 ,
ξxj → −ξxj+1 , ξxj+1/2 → ξxj+3/2 ;
gx : ν
x,y
j±1/4 → −νx,yj±1/4 , νzj±1/4 → νzj±1/4 ,
ξxj → −ξxj , ξxj+1/2 → ξxj+1/2 ;
gz : ν
x
j±1/4 → νxj±1/4 ,
νyj±1/4 → νzj±1/4 , νzj±1/4 → −νyj±1/4 ,
ξxj → ξxj , ξxj+1/2 → ξxj+1/2 ;
T : νxj±1/4 → −νxj±1/4 , i → −i ,
νyj±1/4 → νzj±1/4 , νzj±1/4 → −νyj±1/4 ,
ξxj → −ξxj , ξxj+1/2 → ξxj+1/2 . (45)
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Note that Tx is the translation symmetry of the physi-
cal spins, which translates the quarter-integer ν-chain by
two sites. When J = h and Γ = 0, the ν-chain Hamil-
tonian is invariant under translation by one site. From
the mapping Eq. (43), it is clear that this corresponds to
an exact self-duality condition in the domain wall/parton
variables [47, 50, 61]. For Γ 6= 0 and more general inter-
actions, we expect this to be an emergent symmetry at
the z-FM to VBS transition.
The convenience of the new variables is as follows.
First of all, these variables show that the simple do-
main wall theory that we wrote in Eq. (29) has an
accidental U(1) symmetry of rotations in the νy − νz
plane. This symmetry is, in general, not present;
e.g., one can have terms like
∑
σ=± µ
x
σ,j−1/2µ
x
σ,j+1/2 =
ξzj−1/2ξ
z
j+1/2[ν
y
j−3/4ν
y
j−1/4ν
y
j+1/4ν
y
j+3/4 + (ν
y → νz)], etc.
However, both gz and T act like a Z4 symmetry rotat-
ing by π/2 in the νy − νz plane. Hence, if we ignore the
gauge field ξ for a moment, we get a “Y Z” chain with a
four-fold anisotropy and with alternating bond strengths.
This is similar to “good variables” in the description of
the Ashkin-Teller transition, see Appendix 2 in Ref. 47.
We emphasize, however, that in the present case starting
with our domain wall theory, which can be viewed as a
“gauged” Ashkin-Teller model, we are keeping track of
all global aspects exactly, which is achieved by using the
device of the gauge field ξ.
Assuming weak such four-fold anisotropy and weak
staggering of the bond strengths, we can employ abelian
bosonization [54, 62, 64] to describe this chain in terms
of a phase variable φ˜ and its conjugate variable θ˜, defined
via
1
2
(νz + i νy)unif. ∼ ei φ˜ ,
1
2
(νx)unif. ∼
∂xθ˜
π
,
1
2
(νx)stagg. ∼ D sin(2θ˜) . (46)
In the last line, the length units are those of the ν
chain, i.e., ∂x is the continuum version of the corre-
sponding lattice derivative. In the above equations, the
magnetization components (νx,y,z)unif. and fields φ˜, θ˜ are
understood as long-wavelength (slowly-varying) fields;
the latter have commutation relations in the continuum[
∂xθ˜(x)/π, φ˜(x
′)
]
= i δ(x−x′). We can think of this as a
hydrodynamic description of a bosonic system obtained
from the ν spin chain via well-known spin-to-boson map-
ping adopted to the present case, where on the lattice
scale νx/2 = 1/2−n, with n the “boson number.” These
bosons are at half-filling (which is enforced by the gx
symmetry), and it is well-known that the boson density
has an important contribution to its staggered compo-
nent along the chain, which is also quoted in the last line
in Eq. (46).
With the above conventions, the bond energy density
on the ν chain has a staggered component proportional
to cos(2θ˜). Since in the microscopic ν chain, even and
odd bonds have different strengths J and h and also dif-
fer due to the Γ terms, we expect that the effective con-
tinuum action contains a term λ cos(2θ˜). Furthermore,
since the microscopic ν chain has only Z4-like symmetry
rather than full U(1) symmetry, we expect that the effec-
tive action also contains a term κ cos(4φ˜). Putting these
together, the effective action reads,
S[φ˜, θ˜]=
∫
dτ dx
[
i
π
∂τ φ˜∂xθ˜ +
v˜
2π
(
1
g˜
(∂xθ˜)
2 + g˜(∂xφ˜)
2
)]
+
∫
dτ dx
[
λ cos(2θ˜) + κ cos(4φ˜)
]
+ · · · , (47)
where we have included general Luttinger parameter g˜
(which can be generated, e.g., by allowed νxνx interac-
tions).
We can readily calculate scaling dimensions of the stag-
gered bond coupling and the four-fold spin anisotropy at
the Gaussian fixed point (λ = κ = 0):
dim[cos(2θ˜)] = g˜ , dim[cos(4φ˜)] =
4
g˜
. (48)
When g˜ < 2 (which in particular includes our starting
point g˜ ∼ 1), cos(2θ˜) is relevant while cos(4φ˜) is irrele-
vant. In this case, we can ignore the four-fold anisotropy
at long wavelengths, and the phase transition happens
when λ changes sign. In particular, special point with
λ = κ = 0 and g˜ = 1 corresponds to J = h and Γ = 0
in the lattice model in Eq. (44). Non-zero λ corresponds
to effective difference between the even and odd bonds of
the ν chain, which comes from both J 6= h and Γ 6= 0.
Before proceeding further, we should carefully identify
Hilbert space for θ˜ and φ˜. In the usual abelian bosoniza-
tion scheme, θ(x) + π ∼ θ(x), i.e., configurations of the
field θ(x) that differ by a global shift by π are identified;
similarly, φ(x)+2π ∼ φ(x). However, in the present case
where the ν spins actually represent matter field coupled
to the dynamical gauge field ξ, in order to capture global
aspects while using similar hydrodynamic expressions, we
require a distinct Hilbert space for θ˜ and φ˜.
To see this, let us consider a particular Z2 “symme-
try” generated by U =
∏
j
(
νxj−1/4ν
x
j+1/4
)
, which acts as
νy,z → −νy,z, φ˜ → φ˜ + π. However, in the constrained
Hilbert space satisfying Eq. (42), U acts as identity op-
erator. Hence, φ˜+π (i.e., global shift by π) and φ˜ should
be identified as the same physical state.
We also point out that Eq. (46) should be understood
as performing bosonization in a fixed gauge field config-
uration, e.g., ξz = 1. However, it is not enough to con-
sider a fixed gauge field configuration. We should also
include instanton operators ξx as local physical observ-
ables. Indeed, ξxj+1/2 is explicitly present in the Hamil-
tonian, while (−1)jξxj corresponds to σzj of the physi-
cal spin. To get some intuition how to bosonize ξx, we
observe that we can use constraints, Eq. (42), to write
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schematically
ξxj = . . . ν
x
j− 5
4
νxj− 3
4
νxj− 1
4
= e
±iπ(···+n
j− 5
4
+n
j− 3
4
+n
j− 1
4
)
,
ξxj+1/2 = . . . ν
x
j− 3
4
νxj− 1
4
νxj+ 1
4
= e
±iπ(···+n
j− 3
4
+n
j− 1
4
+n
j+1
4 ) .
Since νx/2 = 1/2− n ∼ ∂xθ˜/π, we conclude that the ex-
ponents on the right sides give, schematically, (−1)je±i θ,
where half-filling for n gave one (−1) per two n’s (i.e., per
increase of j by 1). Thus, vertex operators e±i θ˜ should
also be identified as local observables. In particular, such
vertex operators can appear in the effective action at the
lattice scale. The physics here is that for usual bosons
with no gauge fields, vertex operators e±i 2θ correspond
to allowing vortices, while here instantons of the Z2 gauge
field act like half-vortices [74]. Here we propose that we
can capture this physics by requiring that periodicity for
θ˜ should be 2π rather than π.
The above schematic treatment using string operators
in terms of νx, while showing the appearance of the e±i θ˜
vertex operators, does not tell which specific combina-
tions will give us the physical observables. We can fix
this using the following argument. Consider candidate
expressions
ξxj ∼ A(−1)j sin[θ˜(j) + α] ,
ξxj+1/2 ∼ B(−1)j cos[θ˜(j + 1/2) + β] . (49)
We use these together with the Gauss law constraints,
Eq. (42), to find uniform and staggered components of
νx in terms of the long-wavelength field θ˜:
(νx)unif. ∼ νxj+1/4 + νxj+3/4
≈ −AB
2
[cos(α− β) + cos(2θ˜ + α+ β)] ∂xθ˜ ,
(νx)stagg. ∼ νxj+1/4 − νxj+3/4
≈ AB[sin(α− β) + sin(2θ˜ + α+ β)] .
In order to match with Eq. (46), we then require α −
β = π × int and α + β = π × int. We can absorb π
shifts in α and β into redefinitions of A and B; remaining
distinct solutions are then α = β = 0 or π/2. In the latter
case, we can finally use freedom to change the offset of
θ˜ by π/2: This does not change the earlier convention
where sin(2θ˜) appears in (νx)stagg. while cos(2θ˜) appears
in the staggered bond energy in the ν chain; only the
signs of the corresponding amplitudes D and λ change,
but now these amplitudes are fixed uniquely. Hence, we
can completely fix our convention for the offset of the θ˜
field by choosing α = β = 0. To summarize, we can now
write bosonized expressions for the z-FM and VBS order
parameters essentially from the microscopic parton and
domain wall perspectives:
MFMz ∼ τz+,jτz−,j = (−1)jξxj ∼ sin(θ˜) , (50)
ΨVBS ∼ µz+,j+1/2µz−,j+1/2 = (−1)jξxj+1/2 ∼ cos(θ˜) . (51)
Let us examine the lattice Hamiltonian Eq. (44) with
these insights. Due to the oscillating factor (−1)j in
Eq. (49), we conclude that terms in the third line in
Eq. (44) are washed out (average to zero) at long wave-
lengths and can be loosely thought as “irrelevant” in the
critical theory for small coupling Γ. However, note that
we are not simply dropping the instanton effects of the
gauge field—their physics persists in how precisely we
define the continuum theory and physical observables.
(Similar phenomenon was found in Ref. 75 for physical
observables in gapless Majorana spin liquids in 1d.)
Equipped with the above results, we now work out
symmetry actions on φ˜ and θ˜ that correspond to Eq.(45):
Tx : φ˜→ −φ˜ , θ˜ → −θ˜ + π ;
gx : φ˜→ −φ˜ , θ˜ → −θ˜ ;
gz : φ˜→ φ˜+ π
2
, θ˜ → θ˜ ;
T : φ˜→ φ˜+ π
2
, θ˜ → −θ˜ , i → −i . (52)
Note that here we already crucially use that shifting θ˜
by π yields a distinct physical state: Without this, we
would not be able to distinguish actions of Tx and gx.
Of course, any discussion of the physical observables in
Eq. (49) would not make much sense without requiring
2π periodicity of θ˜, and we note that their transformation
properties are correctly captured in this framework.
Returning to the continuum theory that we wrote ear-
lier in Eq. (47), we can verify that it indeed exhibits
the most important symmetry-allowed terms. Next in
importance symmetry-allowed terms are ∂xθ˜ sin(2θ˜) and
cos(4θ˜) with scaling dimensions 1+ g˜ and 4g˜ at the Gaus-
sian fixed point, and both are irrelevant for g˜ > 1. The
∂xθ˜ sin(2θ˜) term would actually be prohibited if we also
require the spatial inversion symmetry. The cos(4θ˜) term
would still be allowed but is irrelevant for g˜ > 1/2. For
simplicity, we will assume presence of the inversion sym-
metry and will assume 1/2 < g˜ < 2 [guaranteeing also
irrelevance of cos(4φ˜)] throughout the discussion of the
z-FM to VBS transition.
Another consistency check for the theory, in particular
the claimed 2π periodicity of θ˜, is provided by examining
neighboring phases for non-zero λ. When λ > 0, the
action is minimized by uniform θ˜(x) = π/2 or −π/2.
Thus, there are two degenerate ground states, and it is
easy to see that these break the gx and T symmetries
but preserve the Tx and gz symmetries. So, we obtain
the z-FM order.
On the other hand, when λ < 0, the action is min-
imized by θ˜(x) = 0 or π. Thus, again there are two
degenerate ground states, which now break the Tx sym-
metry but preserve all internal symmetries. So, we obtain
the VBS phase.
The transition between the two phases occurs when
the effective coupling λ for the single relevant operator
changes sign. The correlation length exponent ν is simply
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related to the scaling dimension of this term:
ν =
1
2− g˜ , (53)
and can vary in the range ν ∈ (2/3,∞) for g˜ ∈ (1/2, 2).
The z-FM and VBS order parameters in Eqs. (50) and
(51) clearly have the same scaling dimension given by
dim[MFMz ] = dim[ΨVBS] =
g˜
4
, (54)
which can vary in the range (1/8, 1/2). In fact, the crit-
ical theory has an emergent continuous symmetry that
rotates these parameters into each other, thus “unifying”
the z-FM and VBS orders.
Turning to other observables, we also find that the
x-FM and y-AFM order parameters have equal scaling
dimensions. Indeed, the former can be obtained from
the microscopic expression for σxj and taking its long-
wavelength component:
MFMx ∼ τx+,j − τx−,j = ξzj (νzj−1/4 νzj+1/4 − νyj−1/4 νyj+1/4)
∼ cos(2φ˜) . (55)
On the other hand, while we do not have a simple micro-
scopic expression for σyj , we can verify that the follow-
ing operator has the same transformation properties as
(−1)jσyj , i.e., the y-AFM order parameter:
MAFMy ∼ ξzj (νyj−1/4 νzj+1/4 + νzj−1/4 νyj+1/4)
∼ sin(2φ˜) . (56)
The corresponding scaling dimensions are
dim[MFMx ] = dim[M
AFM
y ] =
1
g˜
, (57)
and can vary between 2 and 1/2. This concludes our dis-
cussion of key properties of the z-FM to VBS transition.
It is interesting to also examine nearby phases that
can be accessed by our theory when the cosine terms
that were irrelevant at the z-FM to VBS transition be-
come important. Thus, when g˜ approaches 2, the term
κ cos(4φ˜) becomes important. It is easy to see that when
this term dominates, the system either develops the x-
FM order when κ < 0 or the y-AFM order when κ > 0
(the π periodicity of the φ˜ field ensures that there are two
degenerate ground states in each case). In the present
variables, transition to either of these phases either from
the z-FM phase or the VBS phase is described by a
strongly coupled theory where cos(2θ˜) and cos(4φ˜) com-
pete. In this regard, recall, e.g., that the z-FM to x-
FM transition was actually easy to describe in the direct
bosonization variables in Sec. III, where it was difficult to
describe the z-FM to VBS transition; thus, the situation
is reversed in the present variables.
Let us now consider what happens when g˜ approaches
1/2 and the term λ′ cos(4θ˜) becomes important (here
and below we assume the inversion symmetry to disal-
low ∂xθ˜ sin(2θ˜) term that would become relevant earlier).
Assuming for a moment that the λ′ term dominates, we
can start by minimizing it; however, it will be important
to remember that at the same time we also have the term
λ cos(2θ˜) with generically non-zero λ. When λ′ < 0, the
corresponding term by itself would have four degenerate
ground states: θ˜ = 0, π/2, π, 3π/2. However, the λ term
will select two of them as ground states of the full action:
λ > 0 will select θ˜ = π/2, 3π/2 corresponding to the z-
FM phase, while λ < 0 will select θ˜ = 0, π corresponding
to the VBS phase.
On the other hand, when λ′ > 0, the ground states
of the corresponding term are θ˜ = π/4, 3π/4, 5π/4, 7π/4
and are not differentiated by the λ term. More precisely,
including the λ term will shift the four minima to have
the form θ˜ = ±(π/4+δ),±(3π/4−δ), and they remain en-
ergetically degenerate. This phase will have coexisting z-
FM and VBS orders. It is then natural to guess that our
z-FM to VBS transition line, upon entering this regime,
splits into two lines opening the above phase where the
two orders coexist. Since only one order appears or dis-
appears across each of these lines, we expect that these
transitions will be in the Ising universality class.
1. Crystalline-SPT-like property of the VBS phase
We conclude this section by the following interesting
observation about a subtle but precise character of the
VBS phase in our model, alerted to us by the long-
wavelength theory for the z-FM to VBS transition. Our
theory implies sharp distinction between the σx and σy
spin components at the transition: Indeed, Eq. (57)
shows that there are strong ferromagnetic correlations
in the former but antiferromagnetic in the latter. In our
long-wavelength theory, we have looked for and found
possible contributions to the “opposite” x-AFM and y-
FM order parameters (not shown here), and have con-
cluded that these always have higher scaling dimensions
than the x-FM and y-AFM order parameters discussed
earlier. Furthermore, as we have seen, our theory natu-
rally predicts nearby phases with x-FM long range order
or y-AFM long range order, but not the opposite orders.
At first sight, this is very puzzling since the z-FM and
VBS phases considered here have only short-range cor-
relations in the σx and σy spin components, and naively
we did not invoke the gx and gy symmetries in specifying
these phases. However, we think that this is too naive
and that the resolution of the puzzle is that there is a
subtle crystalline-SPT-like property [76–78] of our VBS
phase involving the gx and gy symmetries that makes the
σx and σy spin components inequivalent.
To understand this, we note that in our model with
Jx = Jz and K2x = K2z, at the exactly solvable
Majumdar-Ghosh-like point K2/J = 0.5 inside the VBS
phase [35, 36, 55, 56], the wavefunction for a single dimer
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has the form
|D12〉 = |+yˆ〉1|−yˆ〉2 + |−yˆ〉1|+yˆ〉2√
2
=
|+zˆ〉1|+zˆ〉2 + |−zˆ〉1|−zˆ〉2√
2
=
|+xˆ〉1|+xˆ〉2 + |−xˆ〉1|−xˆ〉2√
2
.
Naturally, it shows ferromagnetic correlations between
the σz spin components of the two spins and also between
the σx components, while the correlations between the
σy components are antiferromagnetic. While these are,
of course, short-range correlations, crucially, the dimer
wavefunction is even under the gz and gx symmetries
but odd under the gy symmetry. Then, on a chain of
length L = 4N + 2 (i.e., with an odd number of dimers),
the many-body wavefunction will be similarly even under
gz and gx but odd under gy. These ground state quan-
tum numbers will persist also away from the Majumdar-
Ghosh point and provide precise additional characteriza-
tion of the VBS phase, which can be understood as SPT
protected by the remaining translation symmetry by two
lattice sites and the gx,y,z symmetries. Near the z-FM
phase, it is natural to expect that gz = +1, while without
further specifications we can have (gx, gy) = (+1,−1) or
(−1,+1) which are distinct VBS phases. Our model re-
alizes the first case, while if we had strong ferromagnetic
nearest-neighbor Jy interactions instead of Jx interac-
tions, we would expect the second case.
It is interesting to trace why our field theory deriva-
tion “naturally” produced the first case without us actu-
ally specifying such distinction explicitly (since from the
point of view of just the symmetries, the two cases are
equally likely). We think the reason is that the deriva-
tion was largely guided by the microscopics of the model.
Already in the dual variables, Eq. (11), while we said
simply that they describe domain walls in the z-FM or-
der, we actually treated the gx and gy symmetries in
subtly different ways: The gx quantum number is en-
coded in the flux of the gauge field, while the gy one
“involves” both the matter and gauge fields, and our
analysis further used starting points with “classical” (i.e.,
non-fluctuating) gauge flux. While we did not emphasize
this explicitly, this difference in our treatment of the gx
and gy symmetries propagated throughout our analysis:
For example, the parton PSG, while not guided by ex-
plicit energetics considerations, was fixed by the precise
duality to the domain wall variables which were guided
by such considerations.
B. An alternative parton view of the “good
variables”
Having seen the power of the above “good variables”
for describing the z-FM to VBS transition, here we pro-
vide another perspective on these variables, which will
teach us some interesting lessons. The ν-chain variables
were motivated by looking for an analog of the good vari-
ables used to describe the Ashkin-Teller criticality [47].
In our case with the additional gauge field and the addi-
tional Γ term, we were able to carry out all steps exactly
(i.e., capturing all global aspects), using the device of the
new gauge field ξ. It was particularly convenient to in-
troduce both ξj and ξj+1/2 in the derivation, and also to
have them to “unify” the domain wall and parton vari-
ables with the nice structure in Eq. (43), as well as to
unify the z-FM and VBS order parameters in Eqs. (50)
and (51). However, note that the ξxj operators, being
related to the σzj spin operators, cannot be present in
the Hamiltonian, while the operators ξxj+1/2 are present.
This distinction “disappears” at criticality, with the lat-
ter operators getting “washed out” at long wavelengths
due to (−1)j oscillations induced in them by the physics
of the ν-chain [see Eq. (49) and arguments preceding it].
Still, the gauge structure of the ν-chain theory and the
presence of the microscopic instanton operators ξxj+1/2 in
the Hamiltonian do have important consequences for the
structure of the critical theory and its observables, as we
have already discussed.
The microscopic difference between the ξxj and ξ
x
j+1/2
variables suggests using the constraints, Eq. (42), to
“solve” for ξxj = ξ
x
j−1/2ν
x
j−1/4 = ν
x
j+1/4ξ
x
j+1/2. Such elim-
ination of the ξj variables essentially amounts to drop-
ping the ξzj from the h terms in the Hamiltonian, Eq. (44),
obtaining a theory with variables νj±1/4, ξj+1/2 satisfy-
ing the constraint in the previous sentence. “Relabeling”
further νj±1/4 → V±,j (for reasons that will become clear
below) and ξj+1/2 → Xj+1/2 , we have an exact reformu-
lation of the problem as
H˜ =− J
∑
j
X zj+1/2
(Vz+,jVz−,j+1 + Vy+,jVy−,j+1)
− h
∑
j
(Vz−,jVz+,j + Vy−,jVy+,j)−Γ∑
j
X xj+1/2 , (58)
with the Hilbert space constraint
X xj−1/2X xj+1/2 = Vx+,jVx−,j . (59)
More precisely, we have an exact operator map between
the old constrained νj±1/4, ξj , ξj+1/2 problem and the
new constrained V±,j,Xj+1/2 problem. The new labels
help us to know which setup is being used and to avoid
confusions such as that Vz−,jVz+,j is a gauge-invariant ob-
ject in the new setup and corresponds to ξzj ν
z
j−1/4ν
z
j+1/4
in the old setup, while νzj−1/4ν
z
j+1/4 is not gauge-invariant
in the old setup, etc. The V±,j variables transform iden-
tically to the νj±1/4; we write the transformations here
for readers’ convenience and to emphasize concise form
in these variables:
Tx : Vx,y±,j → −Vx,y±,j+1 , Vz±,j → Vz±,j+1 ;
gx : Vx,y±,j → −Vx,y±,j , Vz±,j → Vz±,j ;
gz : Vx±,j → Vx±,j , Vy±,j → Vz±,j , Vz±,j → −Vy±,j ;
T : Vx±,j → −Vx±,j , Vy±,j → Vz±,j , Vz±,j → −Vy±,j ,
i → −i . (60)
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The gauge field components X zj+1/2 and X xj+1/2 transform
trivially under all symmetries.
We can also express the physical spin operators as:
σxj ∼
1
2
(τx+,j − τx−,j) =
1
2
(Vz−,jVz+,j − Vy−,jVy+,j) ,
σzj ∼ τz+,jτz−,j = (−1)jX xj−1/2Vx−,j = (−1)jVx+,jX xj+1/2 .
(61)
Since X x fields transform trivially under all symmetries,
we can in principle drop the factors of X x in the quali-
tative contributions to σzj . Alternatively, in the Γ → ∞
limit, we can replace X xj+1/2 by 1 and arrive at the fol-
lowing new parton representation:
|σzj = ±1〉 ↔ |Vx+,j = Vx−,j = ±(−1)j〉 , (62)
σxj =
1
2
(Vz+,jVz−,j − Vy+,jVy−,j) ,
σyj = (−1)j+1
1
2
(Vz+,jVy−,j + Vy+,jVz−,j) ,
σzj = (−1)j
1
2
(Vx+,j + Vx−,j) . (63)
This is an interesting parton formulation in that it does
not try to fractionalize the σz spin component (or the z-
FM order parameter); instead, it fractionalizes the σx,y
components, in the sense that these are represented as
composites of the gauge-charged fields Vy,z. Notice also
rather special form of our Hamiltonian in these variables:
e.g., sites j and j + 1 are coupled only via V+ fields at j
and V− fields at j+1, while symmetries in principle allow
either V+ or V− at either end of the link. This special
choice of parameters is what lands this parton formula-
tion and the specific “mean-field” near the z-FM to VBS
transition (indeed, the above gauge theory Hamiltonian
is an exact rewriting of the setups where we have already
established this physics, which is robust to perturbations
with generic symmetry-allowed terms).
Everything we did in the ν-chain language readily
translates to the new parton language, and here we only
emphasize some points that are notable from the per-
spective of parton approaches.
First, note that the partons are gapped (i.e., “not
condensed”) on either side of the transition: Recall-
ing the convenience of the quarter-integer lattice of the
ν-chain, it is handy to organize the partons into a
1d chain, . . . ,V−,j ,V+,j,V−,j+1,V+,j+1, . . . . The two
gapped phases then correspond to different SPT phases
of the V degrees of freedom, one where they lock into
entangled pairs on the even links of this chain, and the
other where they lock into entangled pairs on the odd
links of this chain. Thus, for dominant J , we have en-
tangled pairs on (+, j), (−, j + 1) “links” of the form
1√
2
(|Vx+,j = 1,Vx−,j+1 = −1〉+ |Vx+,j = −1,Vx−,j+1 = 1〉 .
This gives Vx+,jVx−,j+1 = −1 and hence σzj σzj+1 = 1 for
each j, i.e., the z-FM phase. A careful consideration of
Gutzwiller projection into the physical spin space gives
the expected two degenerate states, (1/
√
2)(| ↑, ↑, . . . , ↑
〉 ± | ↓, ↓, . . . , ↓〉), coming from periodic and antiperiodic
boundary conditions in the parton Hamiltonian.
On the other hand, for dominant h, we have entan-
gled pairs of V−,j and V+,j with Vx−,jVx+,j = −1; the
Gauss law constraints then give X xj+1/2 ∼ (−1)j and
hence staggered bond energy in the gauge theory, i.e.,
the VBS phase. Here consideration of Gutzwiller pro-
jection requires more care since one needs to include ef-
fect of the J terms to get non-zero projection; the result
is schematically (1/
√
2)(|VBSeven links〉 ± |VBSodd links〉),
as expected in the VBS phase. (A general technique
for analyzing phases from the perspective of Gutzwiller-
projected wavefunctions is described in Appendix G.)
Second, near the critical point, the parton “mean field”
Hamiltonian is such that there is a strong “staggered”
component in Vx along the ν-chain, i.e., anti-correlation
between Vx+ and Vx−. Via the Gauss law constraints, this
translates to a strong ∼ (−1)j contribution to X xj+1/2,
meaning that there is an operator in the long-wavelength
theory identified to contribute to this physical observable.
Thus, (X x)q=π , which is precisely the VBS order parame-
ter, has strong contribution, and we have already derived
how it is expressed in terms of the long-wavelength fields
in the ν-chain section: (X x)q=π ∼ cos(θ˜).
Third, the z-FM order parameter necessarily involves
also an instanton operator. Indeed, the parton mean field
physics is such that Vα± have only q = 0 components:
This is clear for the Vy,z fields (assuming J, h > 0). To
avoid confusion with “staggering” of Vx in the ν-chain,
we can explicitly write (Vx±,j)q=0 ∼ ∂xθ˜/π ± D sin(2θ˜),
i.e., Vx+ and Vx− indeed have only q = 0 components in
the sense of the physical spin chain. Examination of the
transformation properties then immediately shows that
it is not possible to construct an object out of such long-
wavelength Vα± fields that would be even under Tx and
odd under gx. For example, plugging the continuum V
fields into the expression for σzj in Eq. (63) produces only
q = π component, (σz)q=π ∼ (Vx++Vx−)q=0 ∼ ∂xθ˜. How-
ever, we can combine this or (Vx+ − Vx−)q=0 ∼ sin(2θ˜)
with X xq=π to obtain contribution to the z-FM order pa-
rameter. The second combination is more important (has
lower scaling dimension and also transforms correctly un-
der the inversion if such symmetry is present), and the
resulting (σz)q=0 ∼ (Vx+ − Vx−)q=0(X x)q=π will contain
sin(θ˜), in agreement with the derivation in the ν-chain
part. The ν-chain language had this structure appear
more clearly at the microscopic level by keeping the ξxj
field, which to some extent is still coded in Eq. (61), while
in the new parton formulation we recover it by appealing
to symmetry arguments.
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VII. FERMIONIC PARTON APPROACH
In this section, we use fermionic parton formalism to
describe the z-FM to VBS transition. We will see that
once a correct PSG is identified that can capture these
two phases, this approach directly leads to a convenient
field theory description of the transition analogous of the
“good variables” in the previous section. This is unlike
the initial bosonic parton approach in Sec. V that re-
quired additional two-step duality-like transformation to
the good variables.
A. Fermionic parton representation for spins
We enlarge the local physical spin Hilbert space to
a four-dimensional fermionic Hilbert space, generated
by two fermionic operators f+ and f− acting on vac-
uum. Our mapping between the physical spin states and
fermion states is
|σx = ±1〉 ↔ |P+ = ∓1, P− = ±1〉 , (64)
where P± are fermion parity operators defined as P± =
(−1)f†±f± = f±f †± − f †±f±. Equivalently, we can express
the constraint for the physical states as
P+P− = −1 , or f †+f+ + f †−f− = 1 . (65)
The physical spin operators are identified as
σx = f †+f+ − f †−f− ,
σy = i f †+f− − i f †−f+ ,
σz = f †+f− + f
†
−f+ . (66)
The specific parton decomposition and the PSG below
were partially motivated by the structure of the bosonic
parton approach in Sec. V but should be considered as
an independent formalism.
B. Symmetry analysis and identification of phases
Similar to the bosonic partons, f± are not local objects
but should be viewed as gauge charges for a Zζ2 gauge
field. Consequently, symmetries act projectively on f±,
and an effective Hamiltonian for the fermionic partons
should be invariant under some PSG. The choice of PSG
is not unique, and different choices of PSG describe dif-
ferent sets of phases and transitions. So, which PSG
should we choose in order to describe the z-FM and VBS
phases, as well as the phase transition between them?
One approach that we tried was to use Jordan-Wigner-
like fermionization of the bosonic partons τ± from Sec. V.
However, in such attempts, the need to make the + and
− species to be mutual fermions led to “non-local” struc-
tures in important symmetry transformations, which we
could not make compatible with the spirit of the parton
formalism; on the other hand, naively ignoring these is-
sues and simply using transformed Hamiltonians upon
detailed analysis produced incorrect phases. Instead,
with some gained insights, we used trial and error to find
an ansatz with desired properties. In Appendix F we
tried a particular Jordan-Wigner fermionization of the
“good” parton variables V± from Sec. VIB, which ac-
tually worked and produced a different fermionic parton
setup which is very closely related to the one guessed
here. In what follows, we will present detailed analysis
for our first fermionic parton setup, while in Appendix F
we will point out key connections between the two setups.
The proposed effective Hamiltonian for the fermionic
partons reads
H =
∑
j,σ
ζzj+1/2
(
−tσf †j,σfj+1,σ + i ησf †j,σf †j+1,σ +H.c.
)
− µ
∑
j,σ
(
f †j,σfj,σ −
1
2
)
−
∑
j
(−1)jΓ ζxj+1/2 , (67)
with gauge constraint
ζxj−1/2ζ
x
j+1/2 = Pj,+Pj,− . (68)
Here the mean field parameters tσ, ησ are all real numbers
and satisfy t− = −t+ and η− = η+.
The above Hamiltonian is invariant under the following
symmetry actions
Tx : fj,± → fj+1,± ;
gx : fj,+ → fj,+ , fj,− → −fj,− ;
gz : fj,+ → (−1)j i fj,− , fj,− → (−1)j i fj,+ ;
T : fj,+ → (−1)jfj,− , fj,− → (−1)j(−fj,+) ,
i → −i . (69)
The symmetry transformation rules for ζx are the same
as in Eq. (38), since the postulated Γ term is similar to
that in the bosonic parton theory in Sec. V. We point
out that the above symmetry actions on f correspond to
the following nontrivial PSG equations:
Txgz ◦ fj,σ = −gzTx ◦ fj,σ ,
TxT ◦ fj,σ = −T Tx ◦ fj,σ ,
gxgz ◦ fj,σ = −gzgx ◦ fj,σ ,
gxT ◦ fj,σ = −T gx ◦ fj,σ ,
g2z ◦ fj,σ = −fj,σ ,
T 2 ◦ fj,σ = −fj,σ . (70)
We note that this is just one out of 32 PSGs that one finds
for this fermionic parton approach with our symmetries.
Different PSGs in general allow accessing different phases
in this approach. While we have not studied all PSGs
exhaustively, we will see that the PSG chosen here allows
us to realize the z-FM and VBS phases of interest to us.
Below, we will identify phases realized by the Hamilto-
nian Eq. (67) in different coupling regimes. In the infinite
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Γ limit (i.e., when the gauge theory is at strong coupling),
we have Pj,+Pj,− = ζ
x
j−1/2ζ
x
j+1/2 = −1, which is exactly
the constraint for the physical states in Eq. (65). Thus,
in this limit, we obtain some physical spin Hamiltonian
by the operator mapping defined in Eq. (66).
Here, we assume that a weakly coupled gauge theory,
where Γ is small compared to t and η, also captures
qualitative physics of the original spin system that can
occur for some interaction regimes. In the correspond-
ing parton mean field theory, Eq. (67), we get at least
two topologically distinct fermionic phases. By including
gauge fluctuations, these phases lead to different symme-
try breaking phases of the original spin system. Let us
now present analysis of these phases.
Due to the gx symmetry, there are no terms that mix
f+ and f− at the quadratic level. Hence we can ana-
lyze each species separately. Going to momentum space,
fk,σ ≡ (1/
√
L)
∑L
j=1 e
−i kjfj,σ, we have for each species
Hmfσ =
∑
k
[
ξσ(k)f
†
k,σfk,σ +
1
2
(
∆σ(k)f
†
k,σf
†
−k,σ +H.c.
)]
,
where ξσ(k) is real by Hermiticity and ∆σ(−k) =
−∆σ(k) by convention. For our nearest-neighbor mean
field ansatz, we have
ξσ(k) = −2tσ cos(k)− µ , ∆σ(k) = −2ησ sin(k) .
It is easy to check that ξσ(k) and ∆σ(k) satisfy
ξ−(k) = ξ+(k + π) , ∆−(k) = −∆+(k + π) , (71)
ξ−(k) = ξ
∗
+(−k + π) , ∆−(k) = ∆∗+(−k + π) . (72)
These properties hold also if we include symmetry-
allowed further neighbor hopping and pairing terms (the
first and second lines follow from the gz and T symme-
tries respectively). Since we have ξσ(−k) = ξσ(k), for
each pair of momenta {k,−k} (assuming k 6= −k), we
have familiar two-fermion pairing problem where we can
write the ground state wavefunction as
exp
[
uσ(k)f
†
k,σf
†
−k,σ
]
|0〉 , (73)
with the “pair-function”
uσ(k) =
−∆σ(k)
ξσ(k) +
√
ξσ(k)2 + |∆σ(k)|2
. (74)
uσ(k) satisfies the same condition as ∆σ(k)
u−(k) = −u+(k + π) = u∗+(−k + π) , (75)
maintaining convention uσ(−k) = −uσ(k). On the other
hand, if k = −k = 0 or π, then the ground state has the
mode fk,σ occupied or unoccupied depending on whether
ξk,σ < 0 or ξk,σ > 0.
To identify the symmetry breaking pattern in the spin
system, we will calculate quantum numbers for |ΨMF〉
for each of the gauge sectors
∏
j ζ
z
j+1/2 = +1 or −1 sepa-
rately. The +1 and −1 gauge sectors impose correspond-
ingly periodic and antiperiodic boundary conditions on
the mean field Hamiltonian for the fermionic partons. We
implement the +1 gauge sector by taking ζzj+1/2 = 1 for
all j = 1, . . . , L, while for the −1 sector we change the
sign of a single link variable connecting the Lth site with
the 1st site: ζL+1/2 = −1. Note that while the Tx trans-
formation quoted in Eq. (69) is a symmetry of the mean
field Hamiltonian in the former case (which we can call
T p.b.c.x ), the precise symmetry of the mean field Hamil-
tonian in the latter sector is slightly different and reads
instead
T a.b.cx : fj,± → fj+1,± for 1 ≤ j < L ; fL,± → −f1,± ,
where “p.b.c.” and “a.b.c.” stand for periodic and an-
tiperiodic boundary conditions respectively. (The pre-
cise relation between the translation symmetry Tx in the
spin system and the symmetries of the mean field Hamil-
tonians T
p.b.c./a.b.c.
x is further explained in Appendix G.)
Nevertheless, the preceding momentum space analysis as
well as arguments below carry through similarly for both
p.b.c. and a.b.c., only the momenta k run over different
discrete values for the two sectors: kp.b.c. = 2πn/L, n ∈ Z
mod L vs ka.b.c = π(2n+1)/L, n ∈ Z mod L. Through-
out, we assume that L is an even integer. The case
with the periodic boundary conditions contains momenta
k = 0 and k = π that satisfy k = −k, so the correspond-
ing modes need to be treated separately as described
above. On the other hand, the case with the antiperiodic
boundary conditions does not contain such momenta.
As a final preparation for our analysis, we will also need
symmetry transformations of the fermion modes fk,σ:
Tx : fk,± → eikfk,± ;
gx : fk,± → ±fk,± ;
gz : fk,± → i fk+π,∓ ;
T : fk,± → ±f−k+π,∓ , i → −i . (76)
Below, we focus on phases obtained for the nearest-
neighbor ansatz. Let us consider the following two cases:
• When |µ| > 2|tσ| and ησ 6= 0, we obtain trivial
p-wave superconductor phases for both f+ and f−.
Without loss of generality, we assume µ < 0, so that
ξ±(k = 0, π) > 0 and the corresponding modes are
unoccupied. Then the fermionic parton wavefunc-
tion is
|ΨMF〉 =
∏
σ=±
∏
0<k<π
exp
[
uσ(k)f
†
k,σf
†
−k,σ
]
|0〉 , (77)
which holds for both periodic and antiperiodic
boundary conditions (with appropriate k in each
case).
It is straightforward to see that for both gauge sec-
tors, |ΨMF〉 in Eq. (77) acquires no phase factor un-
der any of the symmetry actions in Eq. (76). How-
ever, similar to our analysis in the bosonic parton
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case, Zζ2 instantons carry non-trivial momentum
and their condensation would lead to translational
symmetry breaking (schematically, 〈ζx〉 6= 0 breaks
Tx; more precisely, on a finite chain, the two gauge
sectors have exponentially close energies but carry
momenta that differ by π). Hence, by including
gauge fluctuations, the topologically trivial phase
of the fermionic partons becomes the VBS ordered
phase in the spin variables.
• When |µ| < 2|tσ| and ησ 6= 0, we obtain p-wave
topological superconductor phases [79, 80] for both
f+ and f−. Without loss of generality, we assume
t+ > 0 so that ξ+(0) = ξ−(π) < 0 while ξ+(π) =
ξ−(0) > 0. Then, for the gauge sector
∏
j ζ
z
j+1/2 =
1, the fermionic parton wavefunction is
|Ψp.b.c.MF 〉 =f †k=0,+f †k=π,−×∏
σ=±
∏
0<k<π
exp
[
uσ(k)f
†
k,σf
†
−k,σ
]
|0〉 . (78)
It is straightforward to check that
gz|Ψp.b.c.MF 〉 = |Ψp.b.c.MF 〉 ;
Tx|Ψp.b.c.MF 〉 = gx|Ψp.b.c.MF 〉 = −|Ψp.b.c.MF 〉 , (79)
where the phases come entirely from transforma-
tion properties of the factor f †k=0,+f
†
k=π,−.
For the gauge sector
∏
j ζ
z
j+1/2 = −1, momenta k =
0 and π cannot be taken. Hence, the corresponding
wavefunction labeled as |Ψa.b.c.MF 〉 has the same form
as in Eq. (77), and |Ψa.b.c.MF 〉 is invariant under any
of the symmetry actions.
Similarly to the topologically trivial case, the Zζ2
instanton contributes additional momentum dif-
ference π between the two sectors. Now we can
compare quantum numbers for the two gauge sec-
tors: They have the same Tx quantum number
and the same gz quantum number, but their gx
quantum numbers are opposite to each other (the
absolute quantum numbers of the corresponding
Gutzwiller-projected wavefunctions are calculated
in Appendix G). Hence, the resulting phase spon-
taneously breaks the gx symmetry but preserves
the Tx and gz symmetries, and it can be identified
as the z-FM phase.
We also mention that in the infinite Γ limit, we can use
projected wavefunctions as trial wavefunctions for ground
states. In Appendix G, we perform a systematic analy-
sis and show how we can extract spontaneous symmetry
breaking pattern from such projected wavefunction stud-
ies. Up to a common shift in the Tx quantum number
for both sectors, the results are in agreement with the
results in this section.
C. Critical theory for fermionic partons
Now, let us consider the critical theory for the z-FM
to VBS transition in this language. We tune the mean
field parameters to a critical point with µ = −2t+ at
which ξ+(k = 0) = ξ−(k = π) = 0; we will allow small
deviation of µ from the critical value. Then, the low-
energy fermionic modes are
ψ+(ja) ∼ fj,+ , ψ−(ja) ∼ (−1)jfj,− , (80)
where a denotes the lattice constant. We define long-
wavelength Majorana modes as ψ± ∼ γ±,1 + i γ±,2. In
continuum, the low-energy theory reads
H ≈
∫
dx
[
i v
(
γ+,1 ∂x γ+,1 − γ+,2 ∂x γ+,2
− γ−,1 ∂x γ−,1 + γ−,2 ∂x γ−,2
)
+ 2im
(
γ+,1γ+,2 + γ−,1γ−,2
)
+ · · ·
]
, (81)
where v = 2η+ is the characteristic velocity,m = (−2t+−
µ)/a measures deviation from the critical point, while
· · · represents terms involving more than two Majorana
modes, such as γ+,1γ+,2γ−,1γ−,2.
It is convenient to define new complex fermion fields
ψL = γ−,2 + i γ+,1 , ψR = −γ−,1 + i γ+,2 . (82)
In these variables, we have
H =
∫
dx
[
i v
(
ψ†L∂xψL − ψ†R∂xψR
)
+ im(ψ†LψR − ψ†RψL)
+ uψ†LψLψ
†
RψR + · · ·
]
. (83)
We can deduce symmetry actions on ψL/R from
Eq. (69) as
Tx : ψL → ψ†L , ψR → ψ†R ;
gx : ψL → ψ†L , ψR → ψ†R ;
gz : ψL → iψL , ψR → iψR ;
T : ψL → iψ†R , ψR → iψ†L , i → −i . (84)
Besides, physical states should be invariant under global
Z2 gauge action (i.e., Invariant Gauge Group or IGG)
ψL/R → −ψL/R. It is easy to verify that the only bilin-
ear terms with no or one derivative and the only quartic
term with no derivative are the ones present in the above
continuum Hamiltonian. In particular, the m term is the
single allowed fermion mass term, and tuning it across
zero corresponds to the z-FM to VBS transition.
To connect with the field theory for the transition de-
scribed in Sec. VI, we can apply standard bosonization
of the continuum fermions [63, 64],
ψL ∼ ei (φ˜−θ˜) , ψR ∼ ei (φ˜+θ˜) . (85)
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The fermion kinetic energy plus density-density interac-
tion term give the standard quadratic Hamiltonian for
the bosonic field with some effective velocity v˜ and Lut-
tinger parameter g˜. The mass term becomes im(ψ†LψR−
ψ†RψL) ∼ m cos(2θ˜). Hence, the continuum action essen-
tially reproduces Eq. (47). Furthermore, using symme-
tries we can readily identify the following contributions
to the x-FM, y-AFM, and z-AFM order parameters,
MFMx ∼ iψ†Lψ†R − iψRψL ∼ cos(2φ˜) ,
MAFMy ∼ ψ†Lψ†R + ψRψL ∼ sin(2φ˜) ,
MAFMz ∼ ψ†LψR + ψ†RψL ∼ sin(2θ˜) . (86)
The first two lines match Eqs. (55) and (56), while the ex-
hibited contribution to the z-AFM order parameter will
be useful below.
Notably, any object constructed using local fermion
fields has identical transformation properties under the
Tx and gx symmetries, so one cannot construct the z-
FM or VBS order parameters using such objects. This
is where we need to remember that the full theory also
contains the Z2 gauge field, and the z-FM and VBS or-
der parameters necessarily involve instanton operators of
the gauge field (this could be already anticipated from
our rigorous lattice analysis of the phases in the previ-
ous subsection). The structure is similar to our good
bosonic parton variables, and we should be able to ex-
press these order parameters similarly to our analysis in
Sec. VI. However, we have to proceed slightly differently
here since using the gauge theory constraints in Eq. (68)
to extract the long-wavelength VBS order parameter ξxq=0
does not work immediately.
To this end, we go back to the microscopic hard parton
constraint Eq. (65) and note that it is mathematically
equivalent to the condition exp[±iπ(f †+f− + f †−f+)] =
−1. When proposing an effective Z2 gauge theory, which
effectively “softens” the hard parton constraint, we could
instead write a different Gauss law
ζ′ xj−1/2ζ
′ x
j+1/2 = e
±iπ(f†
j,+
fj,−+f
†
j,−fj,+) , (87)
with a term in the Hamiltonian Γ′
∑
j(−1)jζ′ xj+1/2, which
in the Γ′ → ∞ limit would give the exact hard parton
constraint. Then, we can obtain contributions to the
VBS order parameter immediately from
ζ′ xj+1/2 =
∏
j′≤j
e
±iπ(−1)j
′+1(f†
j′ ,+
fj′ ,−+f
†
j′,−
fj′,+) ∼ e±i θ˜ ,
(88)
where we used
(−1)j+1(f †j,+fj,− + f †j,−fj,+) = ψ†LψL + ψ†RψR =
∂xθ˜
π
.
We can then fix the offset on θ˜ so that the VBS order
parameter reads identically to Eq. (51). With this in
hand, we can combine the VBS order parameter with the
contribution to the z-AFM order parameter in Eq. (86)
to obtain a contribution to the z-FM order parameter
whose dominant part matches Eq. (50). Even though this
treatment matches our original fermionic parton model
only in the Γ′ →∞ and Γ→∞ limits, while at finite Γ′
and Γ these are somewhat different gauge theory models,
we believe that the qualitative properties are the same in
both models.
One may also wonder how to deduce correct periodic-
ities for the φ˜ and θ˜ fields in the fermionic parton lan-
guage to match the discussion in Sec. VI. One answer
to this lies in the precise mapping between the present
fermionic parton theory and the fermionic parton theory
in Appendix F. The latter in turn maps onto the good
bosonic parton theory in Sec. VI, which essentially pro-
vides precise bosonization of the fermionic parton theory.
Despite these technicalities, which we can basically re-
solve by connecting with the good bosonic parton theory,
the relative ease with which we obtained the critical the-
ory for the z-FM to VBS transition in the fermionic lan-
guage is quite remarkable. The key point is that the tran-
sition is between fully symmetric phases of the fermionic
partons but which differ in their SPT indices with respect
to the PSG. The order parameters that develop on one or
the other side of the transition in the physical spin model
are encoded in the instanton operators of the gauge field.
The fermionic treatment also more readily reveals
emergent symmetries at the critical point. It is straight-
forward to see that at the critical point, m = 0 in
Eq. (83), ψL and ψR are separately conserved. Namely,
the critical theory is invariant under the following trans-
formations:
ψL → eiαLψL , ψR → eiαRψR . (89)
Correspondingly, the bosonized theory defined in
Eq. (47) is invariant under
φ˜→ φ˜+ 1
2
(αL + αR) , θ˜ → θ˜ + 1
2
(−αL + αR) . (90)
We point out that the U(1) transformation on φ˜ only,
obtained for αL = αR ≡ α, is actually present in the
fermionic quadratic Hamiltonian with the nontrivial PSG
defined in Eq. (70) for any mean field parameters (i.e.,
both inside the phases and at the critical point). On the
fermionic partons, this transformation reads
fj,+ → cos(α)fj,+ − i (−1)j sin(α)fj,− ,
fj,− →− i (−1)j sin(α)fj,+ + cos(α)fj,− .
This symmetry is more manifest in the bipartite hopping
formulation in Appendix F, which is how we first noticed
it, but is readily checked in the present setup. Notice
that this symmetry is broken down to Z4 subgroup (gen-
erated by α = π/2) if we go beyond the mean field level
and add generic symmetric fermion-fermion interactions.
One can actually identify this Z4 as generated by the gz
symmetry action defined in Eq. (69). In fact, the above
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U(1) transformation rotates the physical spins in the x-y
plane as follows:
σxj → cos(2α)σxj − (−1)j sin(2α)σyj , (91)
σyj →(−1)j sin(2α)σxj + cos(2α)σyj . (92)
which is not a microscopic symmetry of the spin system.
However, terms that do not obey it appear only as quartic
terms with derivatives and are irrelevant at the critical
point. Thus, this action becomes a symmetry operation
in the long-wavelength limit at the critical point. (As a
side remark, the above spin transformation corresponds
to a uniform rotation of spin variables S′j defined in Ap-
pendix E, becoming emergent symmetry in the analysis
there.) Finally, note that the U(1) transformation on θ˜
clearly requires tuning to the massless point.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
DIRECTIONS
In this work, we have studied in detail the phase tran-
sition from the z-FM order to the VBS order in an
anisotropic spin-1/2 system in 1d. We have provided
many different and complementary perspectives on this
transition, including direct abelian bosonization, dual-
ity to domain walls, as well as parton techniques. Most
notably, we have obtained a particularly nice formula-
tion beyond the natural domain walls and partons, and
have found that this phase transition can be captured
by a Luttinger-liquid-like theory, with varying critical
exponents depending on interaction details; there is a
single relevant cosine perturbation, and the transition is
achieved by tuning its coupling through zero. Further-
more, this formulation unifies the z-FM and VBS orders
and allows us to easily read off all critical properties. We
have already discussed our main results in the introduc-
tion and throughout the main text, including parallels
with the DQCP theories in 2d. We now discuss some
lessons and possible future directions.
In this paper, we have provided strong theoretical ar-
guments that this transition is continuous. It is impor-
tant to perform unbiased numerical studies of concrete
models to test this as well as our predictions for the crit-
ical properties. Some of this work is in progress.[81] We
would like to look also for additional phenomena in mod-
els, and if they can be described by our theory or its gen-
eralizations. For example, when our field theory ceases
to describe the continuous transition because another op-
erator becomes relevant, we conjecture that, rather than
the transition becoming first-order, a new phase opens up
where the z-FM and VBS orders coexist. This conjecture
follows by analogy with what happens in the Ashkin-
Teller model, but our full theory is distinct from the AT
model, and an unbiased study is warranted. As another
example, we can ask if some other phases can appear
that are proximate to the phases discussed here, and if
they can be understood from some domain wall or parton
perspectives.
It will be interesting to also study spin-1/2 models
with fewer on-site symmetries than in the present pa-
per. Thus, to have LSM-like theorem, it is sufficient to
have either the Zx2 × Zz2 symmetry or the T symmetry.
We required all these symmetries in order to have famil-
iar and fully controlled field theory, but what happens if
we relax this while maintaining such an LSM condition?
Another interesting direction is to study systems with
more complex symmetries in 1d, e.g., higher-spin chains
or ZN clock systems with additional discrete symmetries,
where one guide is to look for systems with LSM-like
theorem.
Thinking about possible applications to the 2d DQCP
theories, an important lesson from our study is that we
found a new description of the transition that is supe-
rior to the domain wall/parton descriptions that “frac-
tionalize” the VBS order parameter or the z-FM order
parameter. We found this description by a non-trivial
transformation on the original domain wall/parton de-
scription, and it would be very interesting to look for
similar reformulations in the 2d DQCP problems. We
were also able to interpret this description as a new par-
ton approach where partons are gapped on either side of
the transition, and the phases are distinguished as dif-
ferent SPT phases of partons with the given PSG. No
such description is presently known for the 2d DQCP-s,
and it would be interesting to try our approaches to look
for such a description, both with bosonic and fermionic
partons.
Finally, although the model presented here is fairly
simple, we believe the methods we have used can be
applied to many other strongly-correlated systems, in-
cluding in higher dimensions and in fermionic systems.
A general scheme starts by identifying a PSG, either
for topological defects or fractionalized particles, and
then treats the PSG as a symmetry group for the gauge
charges, studying their symmetry-breaking, SPT, or even
SET phases, and translating these to phases of the orig-
inal physical system. While there are many separate in-
stances of applications of this scheme in the literature,
a systematic study—particularly of symmetric distinct
phases of gauge charges—has not been attempted and
could potentially be used to access many exotic phases
and phase transitions.
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Appendix A: Review of Z2 gauge theory in 1d
Here we give a brief review of Z2 gauge theory in 1d.
The gauge fields are two-level systems residing on links of
the 1d lattice; we label the corresponding Pauli operators
as ζx,y,zj+1/2. The Hilbert space is defined by constraints
(Gauss law for each j)
ζxj−1/2 ζ
x
j+1/2 = 1 , (A1)
and the Hamiltonian is
H = −
L∑
j=1
Γjζ
x
j+1/2 + . . . , (A2)
where “. . . ” denote any additional “symmetry-allowed”
terms (which depend on the context, see below). We
assume periodic boundary conditions.
On one hand, the pure gauge theory is very simple,
since the full Hilbert space is two-dimensional, with basis
states |X+〉 ≡ |{ζxj+1/2 = 1 , ∀j}〉 and |X−〉 ≡ |{ζxj+1/2 =
−1 , ∀j}〉. However, there are still several distinct cases
that we need to consider, which arise in different contexts
and show different physics.
First, consider the case with Γj ≡ Γ 6= 0. For con-
creteness, we assume Γ > 0. The ground state is simply
ζxj+1/2 = 1 for all j, while the excited state is ζ
x
j+1/2 = −1
with energy 2ΓL above the ground state. This is the most
familiar Ising gauge theory in 1d [82], which has “prolif-
erated” instantons [Z2 fluxes in (1+1)D Euclidean path
integral language] and is confining for any Γ 6= 0.
The second case is with Γj = (−1)jΓ (we also assume
that L is even). This case is equivalent to so-called odd
Ising gauge theory [83]. In this case, the ground state
is two-fold degenerate. Generic local perturbations pre-
serve the two-fold degeneracy as long as one has “trans-
lation” symmetry Tx : ζ
x
j−1/2 → −ζxj+1/2. Indeed, any
diagonal term with such symmetry does not distinguish
between the two basis states |X+〉 and |X−〉, while off-
diagonal terms necessarily involve all L spins and hence
can produce only ∼ exp(−cL) splitting. The two-fold
ground state degeneracy is due to breaking of the trans-
lation symmetry.
The final case is with Γj ≡ 0, protected by “flux conser-
vation” realized by a unitary U =
∏
j ζ
z
j+1/2. Such flux
conservation is natural when the gauge field arises during
Ising duality maps, as described in Appendix B. In the
pure gauge theory, the ground state is two-fold degener-
ate. Indeed, here also any allowed diagonal term does not
distinguish between the two basis states |X+〉 and |X−〉,
now because of the flux conservation, while off-diagonal
terms are exponentially small in L. The exact eigenstates
are of course labeled by U = 1 and U = −1; the two-fold
degeneracy reflects breaking the flux conservation sym-
metry. In this last case, when the gauge field is coupled
to a matter field that condenses, the condensation effec-
tively introduces a finite energy difference between the
two states with U = 1 and U = −1; the ground state is
non-degenerate and the flux conservation is restored.
Appendix B: Ising duality in 1d and interpretation
as Z2 matter-gauge theory
In this appendix, we review quantum Ising duality in
1d. Let us consider quantum Ising model defined on a
chain of length L:
H = −J
L∑
j=1
σzjσ
z
j+1 − hx
L∑
j=1
σxj − hz
L∑
j=1
σzj , (B1)
where we impose periodic boundary conditions. For con-
creteness, we assume J, hx ≥ 0. When hz = 0, this model
has Z2 global symmetry generated by g =
∏
j σ
x
j .
One can introduce dual variables µ on links to repre-
sent domain walls. The standard definition is
µxj+1/2 = σ
z
j σ
z
j+1 , or σ
z
j =
∏
j′<j
µxj′+1/2 ,
µzj−1/2 µ
z
j+1/2 = σ
x
j , or µ
z
j+1/2 =
∏
j′≤j
σxj′ , (B2)
where we have also indicated how one typically “solves”
for the σz or µz operators in terms of a string of µx
or σx respectively. In the absence of the hz term, the
Hamiltonian in Eq. (B1) is also local in the dual variables
H [hz=0] = −J
∑
j
µxj+1/2 − hx
∑
j
µzj−1/2µ
z
j+1/2 . (B3)
When J > hx, we get Ising ordered phase in the σ
variables, with two-fold ground state degeneracy (GSD),
while for J < hx, we get disordered phase with unique
ground state. At J = hx, this model is at a self-dual
critical point.
By examining this duality transformation more care-
fully, one observes that it is actually not a one-to-one
mapping (and the “solutions” in terms of string operators
are not exact inversions): For example, taking the first
equation in the first line as defining µx basis, spin states
in the σz basis |s〉 and g|s〉 are mapped to the same state
in the µx basis. Accordingly, the physical states should
satisfy constraint
∏
j µ
x
j+1/2 = 1. This makes identifica-
tion of the original spin phases more subtle in the dual
variables. The Ising ordered phase for µ’s has no GSD
after projection to the physical Hilbert space and is thus
identified as disordered phase for σ’s. On the other hand,
the Ising disordered phase for µ’s has two-fold GSD due
to the two-to-one mapping, which is interpreted as sym-
metry breaking phase for σ’s.
In order to make this duality mapping exact and cap-
ture global aspects such as GSD correctly, one can intro-
duce a Zρ2 gauge field ρj defined on links (j−1/2, j+1/2)
of the dual lattice. We define the exact mapping as
µxj+1/2 = σ
z
j σ
z
j+1 ,
µzj−1/2 ρ
z
j µ
z
j+1/2 = σ
x
j ,
ρxj = σ
z
j , (B4)
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with the gauge constraint (“Gauss law”)
ρxj ρ
x
j+1 = µ
x
j+1/2 , (B5)
In these variables, the Hamiltonian becomes
H=−J
∑
j
µxj+1/2 − hx
∑
j
µzj−1/2 ρ
z
j µ
z
j+1/2 − hz
∑
j
ρxj ,
and is understood to act in the constrained Hilbert space.
(The mapping can be easily proved by solving for µx in
terms of the ρx, thus obtaining an unconstrained refor-
mulation of the dual matter-gauge theory, and matching
this to the original spin model.) In this language, domain
walls are identified as Zρ2 gauge charges. As reviewed in
Appendix A, such a 1d Zρ2 gauge theory is divided into
two sectors, labeled by
∏
j ρ
z
j = ±1, interpreted as sec-
tors with even/odd Zρ2 flux. Operator ρ
x
j anti-commutes
with
∏
j ρ
z
j , and its action corresponds to an instanton
event creating/annihilating Zρ2 flux.
When hz = 0, the dual Hamiltonian has a global Z2
symmetry generated by g =
∏
j ρ
z
j , which is interpreted
as Zρ2 flux conservation symmetry; it corresponds pre-
cisely to the global Z2 symmetry of the original Ising
model. With the global Z2 symmetry, there are two
phases:
• When J > hx, gauge charges are “gapped,” which
we can write schematically as 〈µzj 〉 = 0. The low-
energy sector is a pure Zρ2 gauge theory, which is
a two-dimensional Hilbert space. Due to the flux
conservation symmetry, states with even and odd
flux do not mix, and the energy splitting between
these two states is exponentially small in the sys-
tem size, where the splitting is generated in per-
turbation theory only at L-th order. This phase is
identified as the Z2 spontaneous symmetry break-
ing phase, as an infinitesimally small Z2 breaking
term ρxj would split the degeneracy and choose a
classical configuration.
• When J < hx, gauge charges are “condensed,”
schematically, 〈µz〉 6= 0. In this case, one gets
Zρ2 Higgs phase. To see the nature of this phase,
we consider the limit hx → ∞. The ground state
is characterized by µzj−1/2 ρ
z
j µ
z
j+1/2 = 1 for all
j. Thus, in the ground state manifold, we have∏
j ρ
z
j =
∏
j
(
µzj−1/2 ρ
z
j µ
z
j+1/2
)
= 1. The even flux
sector has lower energy than the odd flux sector,
and the ground state is non-degenerate. One gets
the Z2 symmetric phase.
Notice that when hz 6= 0, there is no distinction be-
tween the two phases discussed above, and there is only
one gapped phase. All of the above, working with the
exact dual Hamiltonian, of course, matches thinking di-
rectly about the original Ising spin model.
Appendix C: Equivalence of the domain wall and
parton descriptions
In this appendix, we will prove equivalence between
the lattice models in Eqs. (29) and (37) via the operator
mapping defined in Eq. (35).
By using the gauge constraints ρxj ρ
x
j+1 =
µx+,j+1/2µ
x
−,j+1/2, we can replace µ
x
+,j+1/2 by
µx
−,j+1/2 ρ
x
j ρ
x
j+1, and effectively drop µ
z
+,j+1/2. Then,
the Hamiltonian in Eq. (29) acting within the con-
strained Hilbert space is equivalent to the following
unconstrained Hamiltonian
H˜ =− J
∑
j
(
ρxj µ
x
−,j+1/2 ρ
x
j+1 + µ
x
−,j+1/2
)
− h
∑
j
(
ρzj + µ
z
−,j−1/2 ρ
z
j µ
z
−,j+1/2
)
− Γ
∑
j
(−1)jµz−,j+1/2 . (C1)
Similarly, we can replace the parton variables {τ±, ζ}
with the constraints by variables {τ+, ζ} without con-
straints. In these variables, the parton Hamiltonian
Eq. (37) becomes
H˜ =− J
∑
j
(
τz+,j ζ
z
j+1/2 τ
z
+,j+1 + ζ
z
j+1/2
)
− h
∑
j
(
τx+,j + ζ
x
j−1/2 τ
x
+,j ζ
x
j+1/2
)
− Γ
∑
j
(−1)jζxj+1/2 . (C2)
These two unconstrained Hamiltonians are clearly
equivalent via the following operator mappings:
µx−,j+1/2 = ζ
z
j+1/2 , µ
z
−,j+1/2 = ζ
x
j+1/2 ,
ρxj = τ
z
+,j , ρ
z
j = τ
x
+,j . (C3)
Returning to the original domain wall and parton se-
tups with constraints, it is straightforward to see that
the above operator mappings correspond precisely to the
mappings in Eq. (35) in the main text.
When Γ = 0, the unconstrained model in Eq. (C2) has
two Z2 symmetries given by
∏
j τ
x
+,j+1/2 and
∏
j ζ
z
j+1/2.
Consider a more general model in the τ+, ζ variables with
such symmetries:
H˜ ′ =−
∑
j
(
J+τ
z
+,j ζ
z
j+1/2 τ
z
+,j+1 + J−ζ
z
j+1/2
)
−
∑
j
(
h+τ
x
+,j + h−ζ
x
j−1/2 τ
x
+,j ζ
x
j+1/2
)
. (C4)
For J−, h+ ≫ J+, h−, this model is deep in the trivial
paramagnetic phase; on the other hand, for J−, h+ ≪
J+, h−, it approaches the celebrated cluster model and is
deep in the SPT phase for the Z2×Z2 symmetry.[84, 85]
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Varying the parameters along a ray J− = h+, J+ = h−,
where the model further enjoys a symmetry interchang-
ing the τ+ and ζ variables, this model undergoes a di-
rect transition between the trivial and SPT phases when
J− = h+ = J+ = h−. On the other hand, when we
view H˜ ′ as an effective theory for the z-FM to VBS tran-
sition in the main text, where the irrelevant instanton
operators are dropped from the outset, we have phys-
ical symmetries that interchange the τ+ and τ− parton
species, which here put the parameters on a ray J− = J+,
h− = h+, and the z-FM to VBS transition happens when
J− = J+ = h− = h+. Thus, we conclude that the tran-
sition in the effective no-instanton RP1 model (i.e., the
gauged Ashkin-Teller model with no instantons, which
emerges at the Ising DQCP) corresponds also to the crit-
icality between the trivial and SPT phases in a different
system with the Z2 × Z2 symmetry [86–88]. This struc-
ture is similar to recent observations in 2d [89, 90], where
the transition in the NCCP1 model (which is conjectured
to describe the EP DQCP) maps exactly to criticality be-
tween trivial and SPT phases [91, 92] in a different phys-
ical system with a U(1)×U(1) symmetry, where the SPT
phase is an integer quantum Hall state of bosons [93–95].
Appendix D: Two-step duality derivation of “good
variables”
. In this appendix, we provide details of the derivation
of the “good variables” used in Sec. VI via a two-step
duality transformation starting from the domain wall
(equivalently, parton) variables of Sec. V. We have al-
ready done the first step in Appendix C when we re-
formulated the domain wall theory as an unconstrained
Hamiltonian in Eq. (C1). We now define a new set of
variables:
ηxj+1/2 ≡ µx−,j+1/2 , ηzj+1/2 ≡ (−1)jµz−,j+1/2 ,
ηxj ≡ ρzj , ηzj ≡ (−1)jρxj . (D1)
The Hamiltonian in Eq. (C1) becomes
H˜ =− J
∑
j
(
−ηzj ηxj+1/2 ηzj+1 + ηxj+1/2
)
− h
∑
j
(
ηxj − ηzj−1/2 ηxj ηzj+1/2
)
− Γ
∑
j
ηzj+1/2 . (D2)
We now perform the exact Ising duality defined in Ap-
pendix B on the η chain. We label dual Ising variables as
ν, which are defined at positions j ± 1/4, and the corre-
sponding gauge fields as ξ, which are defined at positions
j (original lattice site) or j + 1/2 (original lattice link).
The operator mapping between the η and {ν, ξ} reads
ηxj = ν
z
j−1/4 ξ
z
j ν
z
j+1/4 , η
z
j = ξ
x
j ,
ηxj+1/2 = ν
z
j+1/4 ξ
z
j+1/2 ν
z
j+3/4 , η
z
j+1/2 = ξ
x
j+1/2 ,
(D3)
with gauge constraints
ξxj ξ
x
j+1/2 = ν
x
j+1/4 , ξ
x
j+1/2ξ
x
j+1 = ν
x
j+3/4 .
In these dual variables, the Hamiltonian becomes
H˜ =− J
∑
j
ξzj+1/2
(
νyj+1/4ν
y
j+3/4 + ν
z
j+1/4ν
z
j+3/4
)
− h
∑
j
ξzj
(
νzj−1/4ν
z
j+1/4 + ν
y
j−1/4ν
y
j+1/4
)
− Γ
∑
j
ξxj+1/2 , (D4)
where for the first term in the first line we used ηzj η
z
j+1 =
ξxj ξ
x
j+1 = ν
x
j+1/4 ν
x
j+3/4, and similarly for the second term
in the second line. This is precisely the claimed ν-chain
Hamiltonian in Eq. (44) in the main text. It is now
straightforward to return to the constrained domain wall
variables {µ±, ρ} and obtain operator mappings between
these and the new constrained variables {ν, ξ}. The ex-
plicit mappings are precisely the ones claimed in Eq.(43)
in the main text, where we have also included mappings
to the constrained parton variables {τ±, ζ}.
Appendix E: Non-parton view of “good variables”
The available tools and knowledge for 1d correlated
systems are so powerful and extensive that we can pro-
vide an alternative derivation of the “good variables” for
the z-FM to VBS transition that does not involve any
parton fields; this is the main goal in this appendix.
Starting with our model with ferromagnetic nearest-
neighbor (nnb) SzSz and SxSx interactions, consider
adding also comparable antiferromagnetic nnb SySy in-
teractions. We then perform π rotation around the Sx
axis on every other site, defining new “primed” spin vari-
ables
S′xj = S
x
j , (E1)
S′ y,zj = (−1)jSy,zj . (E2)
The new spins have ferromagnetic nnb S′xS′x and
S′ yS′ y interactions and antiferromagnetic nnb S′ zS′ z in-
teractions. Under this change of variables, antiferromag-
netic second-neighbor interactions of the original spins
become antiferromagnetic interactions of the new spins.
Interestingly, such a translationally invariant Hamilto-
nian with nearest-neighbor and second-nearest-neighbor
exchanges in terms of the Sj spins becomes a translation-
ally invariant Hamiltonian in terms of the S′j spins. In
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fact, this holds generally as long as the original Hamil-
tonian has the gx and Tx symmetries, which one can
prove using the following identity for a unitary Uodd =∏
j∈odd integers σ
x
j that “performs” the above change of
variables:
UoddTxU
−1
odd = gxTx . (E3)
Note also that the on-site symmetries gx, gz, and T of the
original spins become similar symmetries in terms of the
S′ spins; these symmetries are crucial to constrain the
form of the field theory below and are assumed through-
out.
Let us now consider the case where the ferromagnetic
nnb S′xS′x and S′ yS′ y interactions are dominant and
equal, and the model has U(1) symmetry of continuous
rotations in the S′x-S′y plane (we will later break this
symmetry down to only discrete π rotation correspond-
ing to the gz symmetry). We can now perform standard
bosonization in the spirit of Sec. III but for this primed
spin system, with a phase variable φ′ describing spin com-
ponents in the S′ x-S′ y plane:
S′ xj ∼ cos(φ′) , S′ yj ∼ sin(φ′) , (E4)
S′ zj ∼
∂xθ
′
π
+A′(−1)j sin(2θ′) , (E5)
Bj+1/2 ∼ C′(−1)j cos(2θ′) . (E6)
Here, we have already assumed that the phase field φ′
and the conjugate field θ′ are long-wavelength fields, and
we have also written out important contributions to the
staggered part of the spin component S′ zj and bond en-
ergy Bj+1/2. From these expressions, one can infer how
the symmetries act on the continuum fields and write
down a continuum description of the system as
S =
∫
dτ dx
[
i
π
∂τφ
′∂xθ
′ +
v′
2π
(
1
g′
(∂xθ
′)2 + g′(∂xφ
′)2
)]
+
∫
dτ dx [λ′ cos(4θ′) + κ′ cos(2φ′)] + · · · . (E7)
In the last line, we have already included the leading
perturbation allowed when we have only the π rotation
symmetry in the S′x-S′ y plane, but let us ignore this
for a moment and set κ′ = 0. With the U(1) symmetry
and dominant in-plane spin interactions, we have quasi-
long-range-ordered phase when the Luttinger parameter
g′ > 1/2 so that the λ′ term is irrelevant. As we increase
either the second-neighbor antiferromagnetic interactions
or the nearest-neighbor antiferromagnetic S′ zS′ z inter-
actions, g′ decreases, and for g′ < 1/2 the λ′ term be-
comes relevant and drives the system into either a VBS
phase (for λ′ > 0) or a z-AFM phase (for λ′ < 0) of the
S′ spins. In the regime when g′ < 1/2, we can then in-
duce a transition between the VBS and z-AFM phases
by varying λ′ through 0. In the U(1)-symmetric sys-
tem, the transition is described by a Gaussian fixed point
(essentially the Gaussian part of the above action with
renormalized g′), where the λ′ term is the only relevant
perturbation. When we break the U(1) symmetry by in-
cluding the κ′ term, this term is actually irrelevant for
such g′ < 1/2. Hence, even when the U(1) is replaced by
the π rotation symmetry, the VBS to z-AFM transition
of the S′ spins is still described by the same field theory.
We can now go back to the physical spins and see that
the z-AFM phase of the S′ spins becomes the z-FM phase
of the physical spins. The z-FM order parameter be-
comes MFMz ∼ sin(2θ′), while the VBS order parame-
ter is ΨVBS ∼ cos(2θ′). This can be directly compared
with our expressions in the main text, Eqs. (50) and
(51), which agree upon identification θ˜ = 2θ′ (remember
also from Sec. VI that θ˜ has 2π-periodicity, which agrees
with the π periodicity of θ′ in the standard bosoniza-
tion). Furthermore, we see that the Sx correlations in
this setting are naturally ferromagnetic, while the Sy
correlations are antiferromagnetic, with MFMx ∼ cos(φ′)
and MAFMy ∼ sin(φ′). This can be compared with ex-
pressions Eqs. (55) and (56) in the main text, with the
identification φ˜ = φ′/2 (with corresponding agreement
between periodicities of these variables). This identifica-
tion shows that the φ˜ variables in the main text can be
thought of as “fractionalizing” the x-FM and y-AFM or-
der parameters. The theory for the transition in Eq. (E7)
is thus equivalent to the theory in Eq. (47) in the main
text (using also the fact that the transformations of the
fields under the action of the symmetries of the original
spin chain are completely fixed by the expressions for the
spin components and the bond energy).
We conclude with some remarks. First, we note that
from the point of view of studying the z-FM to VBS tran-
sition, we invoked a highly non-obvious starting point
with dominant and comparable x-FM and y-AFM nnb
interactions, in order to use abelian bosonization near the
S′x-S′ y easy-plane limit; we then employed bosonization
tools to treat sufficiently strong interactions that can pro-
duce the desired phases and the transition between them.
It is natural to ask if there may be variants of this ap-
proach that would work for the 2d DQCP theories; even
if such approaches do not lead to easily tractable field
theories, perhaps they could provide new arguments or
tests for some non-trivial conjectures about the 2d DQCP
theories [34, 59, 60].
Second, we remark that this more direct non-parton
approach to the z-FM to VBS transition does not start
with the corresponding order parameters and hence does
not by itself try to unify the two order parameters.
The unification does happen, but the two order param-
eters are encoded as “vortex instantons” in the physical
spin phase variables in this setting. When we do try
to “unify” the two order parameters in an O(2) vector,
(ΨVBS,M
FM
z ) ∼ (cosα, sinα), it appears that we should
identify the corresponding “angle” as α = 2θ′ = θ˜, i.e.,
as the conjugate (or dual) variable to the phase variable
φ˜ that is fractionalizing the physical spin variable.
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Appendix F: Derivation of the fermionic parton
ansatz from the “good” bosonic partons
In this part, we will derive the fermionic parton de-
scription starting from the “good” variable bosonic par-
tons. First, we perform Jordan-Wigner transformation
as
F−,j =
 ∏
1≤j′<j
Vx−,j′Vx+,j′
 · 1
2
(Vz−,j − iVy−,j) ,
F+,j =
 ∏
1≤j′<j
Vx−,j′Vx+,j′
Vx−,j · 12(Vz+,j − iVy+,j) ,
(F1)
where F±,j are annihilation operators for fermions.
Under this mapping, the effective Hamiltonian Eq. (58)
becomes
H˜ =− J
∑
j
X zj+1/2
(
F†+,jF−,j+1 +H.c.
)
− h
∑
j
(
F†−,jF+,j +H.c.
)
− Γ
∑
j
X xj+1/2 . (F2)
The Hilbert constraint is
X xj−1/2X xj+1/2 = P+,jP−,j (F3)
where P±,j ≡ (−1)F
†
±,jF±,j = F±,jF†±,j−F†±,jF±,j is the
parity operator for each fermion. We point out that the
total fermion parity is fixed due to the gauge constraints,
which imply
∏
j P+,jP−,j = 1. Under the formal Jordan-
Wigner transformation, this means that the boundary
conditions for the fermions F are also fixed and are op-
posite in Eq. (F2) compared to that for the bosonic par-
tons V in Eq. (58). However, in our gauge theory, the
boundary conditions can be absorbed in redefinition of
the gauge field on one link.
The spin operators in terms of the Jordan-Wigner
fermions read:
σxj = F+,jF−,j + F−, j†F†+,j ,
σyj = (−1)j(−iF+,jF−,j + iF−, j†F†+,j) ,
σzj = (−1)j(1−F†+,jF+,j −F†−,jF−,j) . (F4)
We can also derive how the symmetries act on F±,j from
Eq. (60:
Tx : F+,j → F†+,j+1 , F−,j → −F†−,j+1 ;
gx : F+,j → F†+,j , F−,j → −F†−,j ;
gz : F±,j → iF±,j ;
T : F+,j → iF†+,j , F−,j → −iF†−,j , i → −i .
(F5)
There is some subtlety when extracting the Tx transfor-
mation properties of the F fields in Eq. (F1) because of
the string operator: The translated string is essentially
a new string but with a missing operator at the origin,
which we did not write out explicitly. Instead of dealing
with this, we take a perspective where we consider the
above writing of the spin operators, the symmetry ac-
tions, and the mean field Hamiltonian as a proposal for a
fermionic parton approach, where we can then indepen-
dently verify that it produces the desired z-FM and VBS
phases and the phase transition between them.
Surprisingly, although the symmetry transformation
rules on F±,j in Eq. (F5) look differently from those on
f±,j in Eq.(69), they actually have the same PSG equa-
tions defined in Eq. (70). Hence, we expect the fermionic
theory derived here to be the same theory as presented
in Sec. VII up to some basis change.
We can indeed find such an explicit basis change as:
f+,j =
ei 3π/4(−1)j
2
(
F†+,j −F+,j + F†−,j + F−,j
)
,
f−,j =
ei 3π/4
2
(
F†+,j + F+,j + F†−,j −F−,j
)
.
One can easily check that the spin representations
Eqs. (F4) and (66) match, and also the symmetry trans-
formation rules Eq. (F5) and Eq. (69). The h term
in Eq. (F2) becomes the “chemical potential” term in
Eq. (67) with µ = −h, while the J term becomes the
“pairing” plus “hopping” term with specific t+ = −t− =
η+ = η− = J/2. (General t and η correspond to general
symmetry-allowed F fermion hopping with real-valued
amplitudes and with “bipartite” structure, i.e., only hop-
ping between the + and − “sublattices.”)
Let us finally consider the Gauss law constraints and
the gauge field terms. It is easy to check that
F†+,jF+,j + F†−,jF−,j = 1− (−1)j(f †+,jf−,j + f †−,jf+,j) .
(F6)
Hence, by defining ζ′ xj+1/2 = (−1)jX xj+1/2, the constraints
in Eq. (F3) become
ζ′ xj−1/2ζ
′ x
j+1/2 = e
iπ(f†
+,j
f−,j+f
†
−,jf+,j) , (F7)
while the Γ term in Eq. (F2) becomes Γ
∑
j(−1)jζ′ xj+1/2.
The structure of the Γ term matches that in Eq. (67)
for the fermionic parton theory in Sec. VII. On the other
hand, the Gauss law constraints actually differ from the
“natural” constraints used in Sec. VII, Eq. (65). Thus,
strictly speaking, the parton-gauge model introduced in
this Appendix is different from the one in Sec. VII. How-
ever, in the strong coupling limit, Γ→∞, the two mod-
els agree, since the Hilbert space space constraint ob-
tained in this limit, exp
[
iπ(f †+,jf−,j + f
†
−,jf+,j)
]
= −1,
is equivalent to the single-occupancy constraint Eq. (65)
in Sec. VII. As discussed in the main text, we believe that
this difference is only quantitative and not qualitative, as
long as one is accessing the same phases and transitions.
The gauge theory constraints in this Appendix are more
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convenient for discussing key observables at the z-FM
to VBS transition, and in fact we essentially used this
insight in Sec. VII.
Appendix G: Extracting quantum numbers from
Gutzwiller-projected fermionic wavefunctions
In this Appendix, we will discuss a generic algorithm
to extract quantum numbers from Gutzwiller-projected
wavefunctions. We will use the fermionic parton setup of
Sec. VII as an example.
We start from a mean field Hamiltonian for fermionic
partons,
HMF=
∑
jσ,j′σ′
[
−tjσ,j′σ′f †jσfj′σ′ + (∆jσ,j′σ′f †jσf †j′σ′ +H.c.)
]
,
(G1)
where we ignore the gauge field at the mean field level.
From this, we construct a physical spin wavefunction us-
ing Gutzwiller projection,
|Ψ〉 = PGutzw|ΨMF〉 , (G2)
where |ΨMF〉 is the ground state of the mean field Hamil-
tonian, and PGutzw projects out configurations with zero
or double occupancy. Formally, we identify physical
spin states with the fermionic states with precisely one
fermion per site as follows:
|σ1, σ2, . . . , σL〉 = f †1,σ1f †2,σ2 . . . f †L,σL |0〉 , (G3)
where the spin labels σj refer to the σ
x
j basis per Eq. (66),
and |0〉 is the fermion vacuum.
Let SG be the symmetry group for the original spin
model. By definition, the quantum number for a symme-
try g ∈ SG can be obtained as
qg =
〈s|g|Ψ〉
〈s|Ψ〉 =
〈s|g|ΨMF〉
〈s|ΨMF〉 , (G4)
where |s〉 is an arbitrary spin configuration with nonzero
overlap with |Ψ〉. In the last equation, we used 〈s|Ψ〉 =
〈s|ΨMF〉 and 〈s|g|Ψ〉 = 〈s|g|ΨMF〉, since any physical
state is invariant under the projection PGutzw. Here,
we applied this argument to states |s〉 and |g†s〉, and,
strictly speaking, the numerator should still be writ-
ten as 〈g†s|ΨMF〉; however, we will define an action
of g on the whole fermion Fock space that is consis-
tent with its action on the physical states, so indeed
〈g†s|ΨMF〉 = 〈s|g|ΨMF〉. In what follows, we will develop
an algorithm to obtain qg.
In general, HMF is not invariant under g. Instead, one
can find a gauge transformation Wg such that
[HMF,Wgg] = 0 . (G5)
Note that in the main text in Sec. VII, e.g., in Eq. (69),
we quoted the combined transformationsWgg, while here
for more precise arguments we find it convenient to sepa-
rate the action of symmetries of the mean field Hamiltoni-
ans into such two parts, both of which will be defined for
our specific example below. The gauge transformation
Wg ≡
∏
j Wg(j) acts non-trivially on the whole fermion
Fock space but leaves all physical states invariant up to
a global phase. In other words, we have
PGutzwWg = e
iα(g)PGutzw . (G6)
(If the reader is not comfortable with this general state-
ment, this property can be considered as a postulate and
is easily verified for each exhibited gauge transformation
below.)
Due to nontrivial gauge transformations, the symme-
try group for the mean field Hamiltonian, denoted as
PSG, would be different from the SG. Note that even
for a fixed SG, the choice of PSG is far from unique.
Different PSGs correspond to different gauge theories,
which in general would describe different phases of the
spin system.
We consider the case where |ΨMF〉 is a trivial or one-
dimensional representation under the PSG. For a given
PSG, there may exist more than one fully symmetric
phases, depending on the mean field parameters. These
phases are what one would call symmetry protected topo-
logical (SPT) phases in the formal fermionic problem de-
fined in the whole Fock space with the PSG as the sym-
metry group. In general, ground states for different SPT
phases would have different quantum numbers under the
PSG. In particular, under Wgg ∈ PSG,
Wgg|ΨMF〉 = eiβ(g)|ΨMF〉 , (G7)
where the number eiβ(g) depends on both the PSG and
SPT classes.
We can now deduce the quantum numbers of the phys-
ical states as follows:
g|Ψ〉 = gPGutzw|ΨMF〉 = PGutzwg|ΨMF〉
= PGutzwW
−1
g Wgg|ΨMF〉 = PGutzwe−iα(g)eiβ(g)|ΨMF〉 .
In the first line, we used gPGutzw = PGutzwg, which fol-
lows from how we extend the action of g on the full
fermion Fock space as already mentioned earlier. In the
second line, we used PGutzwW
−1
g = e
−iα(g)PGutzw, which
is a simple corollary of Eq. (G6), and also Eq. (G7).
Hence, the physical symmetry quantum number is
qg = e
−iα(g)eiβ(g) . (G8)
In the following, we will use this method to identify
phases for the Hamiltonian in Eq. (67). The mean field
Hamiltonian is obtained by simply setting ζzj+1/2 = 1
on all links, which corresponds to the sector with no
gauge flux and gives periodic boundary conditions for
the fermions. By changing the sign of ζz on one link, we
obtain the sector with non-trivial gauge flux, which gives
antiperiodic boundary conditions for the fermions.
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We first identify the PSG for this mean field Hamil-
tonian. We consider a spin chain with L sites, where L
is an even integer; the sites are labeled j = 1, 2, . . . , L.
We also impose periodic boundary conditions in the spin
system. We can readily deduce desired extensions of ac-
tions of the global symmetries to the fermionic operators
from their actions on the spins. We get
Tx · fj,± · T−1x =
{
fj+1,± if j < L ,
−f1,± if j = L ;
gx · fj,± · g−1x = ±fj,± ;
gz · fj,± · g−1z = fj,∓ . (G9)
The extra minus for the translation symmetry action on
the last fermion comes from the anti-commutation rela-
tion for the fermionic operators (e.g., for bosonic par-
tons, we would not have this extra minus sign). Note
that when defining the action of the symmetries on the
fermion operators, we require that the physical states in
Eq. (G3) are transformed correctly, and we have also pos-
tulated that the fermion vacuum is transformed trivially.
Other choices are possible that would meet this require-
ment, and we have just picked one. Note that this part
can be used for any PSG. The PSG associated with
a given ansatz is encoded in additional gauge transfor-
mations that need to be performed on top of the above
action of symmetries to make the mean field Hamiltonian
invariant; that is, combination Wgg is a formal symme-
try of the mean field Hamiltonian defined in the whole
fermion Fock space, cf. Eq. (G5).
The PSG for the specific ansatz in Eq. (67) can be
read from the symmetry actions in Eq. (69) (remem-
ber that in this equation in the main text, we quoted
the combined action Wgg on the fermion field). Here,
we emphasize a subtle point for the gauge transforma-
tion associated with the translation symmetry. As we
have already mentioned, to identify phases it is neces-
sary to consider the effect of gauge fluctuations. For the
Zζ2 gauge field, there are two gauge-inequivalent sectors,
labeled by
∏
j ζ
z
j+1/2 = ±1, which correspond to periodic
and antiperiodic boundary conditions for fj,±. The gauge
transformation associated with the translation symmetry
actually depends on the sector, and we label the corre-
sponding gauge transformations as W p.b.cTx and W
a.b.c
Tx
.
For the on-site symmetries, the gauge transformations
do not depend on the sector, and we simply omit the
sector label.
We can now list the associated gauge transformations:
W p.b.cTx · fj,± · (W
p.b.c
Tx
)−1 =
{
fj,± if j > 1 ,
−f1,± if j = 1 ;
W a.b.cTx · fj,± · (W a.b.cTx )−1 = fj,± ;
Wgx · fj,± ·W−1gx = fj,± ;
Wgz · fj,± ·W−1gz = (−1)j i fj,± . (G10)
The corresponding α(g) defined in Eq. (G6) are readily
obtained as
α(T p.b.cx ) = π , α(T
a.b.c
x ) = α(gx) = α(gz) = 0 . (G11)
Note that these depend only on the PSG and not on
which phase the fermions are in. We need to remember,
however, that for a fixed PSG viewed as a formal sym-
metry in the fermion Fock space, the fermions can be in
distinct fully symmetric (under the PSG) phases that
differ by their SPT index.
We now consider the action of Wgg on the mean field
ground state and the corresponding quantum number
eiβ(g) in Eq. (G7). As we will see below, this depends on
the SPT index of the fermion state, and it is this differ-
ence that will give different symmetry-breaking phases of
the physical spins. The detailed analysis of the mean field
Hamiltonian was already performed in the main text. In
the nearest-neighbor ansatz, we find two different phases
of fermions: for |µ| > 2t+, we get the topologically triv-
ial phase, while for |µ| < 2t+, we get the topological
(Kitaev) phase for both + and − fermion species sep-
arately [79, 80]. In each case, we need to analyze the
action of the symmetries in the two flux sectors of the
gauge field, i.e., for the periodic and antiperiodic bound-
ary conditions for fermions. This analysis was essentially
performed in the main text, giving us the following quan-
tum numbers of |ΨMF〉 for the elements of the PSG:
• Topologically trivial phase:
β(T p.b.c./a.b.cx ) = β(g
p.b.c./a.b.c
x ) = β(g
p.b.c./a.b.c
z ) = 0 .
(G12)
Combined with Eq. (G11), we conclude that the
wavefunctions for the two gauge sectors differ by
momentum π but have identical gx quantum num-
bers and identical gz quantum numbers. Hence, we
get the VBS phase of the spin system.
• Topological superconductor phase:
β(T p.b.c.x ) = π , β(T
a.b.c.
x ) = 0 ; (G13)
β(gp.b.c.x ) = π , β(g
a.b.c.
x ) = 0 ; (G14)
β(gp.b.c.z ) = β(g
a.b.c.
z ) = 0 . (G15)
Combined with Eq. (G11), we conclude that the
wavefunctions for these two gauge sectors have op-
posite gx quantum numbers but have identical Tx
quantum numbers and identical gz quantum num-
bers. Hence, we get the z-FM phase of the spin
system.
Comparing with the main text, there we simply said
that the condensation of visons by itself introduces mo-
mentum π difference between the two sectors; this is the
α(Tx) part here, computed in Eq. (G11). This is added
to the contribution from the fermion mean field in the
corresponding sectors, computed in the main text and
summarized in the β part in Eq. (G15). We note that
from the analysis here, we can actually assign absolute
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quantum numbers to the wavefunctions and not just the
differences in the quantum numbers. We also note the
subtlety in assigning the translation quantum numbers
to flux sectors from simply invoking the vison condensa-
tion without regards to other aspects of the parton setup:
for bosonic partons, α(T p.b.cx ) and α(T
a.b.c
x ) would actu-
ally be interchanged compared to fermionic partons here.
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